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Supercell thunderstorms produce unique polarimetric radar signatures that are not
often observed in unorganized deep convection. Repetitive signatures include deep and
persistent differential reflectivity (ZDR) columns and the ZDR arc signature, which are both
indicative of thermodynamic and microphysical processes intrinsic to supercells. Prior
investigations of supercell polarimetric signatures, both those observed by operational
and research radars, and those simulated numerically, reveal positive correlations
between the ZDR column depth and cross-sectional area and quantitative characteristics of
the radar reflectivity field. This study expands upon prior work by incorporating a dataset
of discrete, right moving supercells from across the continental United States, as
observed by the operational, Weather Surveillance Radar 1988-Doppler (WSR-88D)
network. Several quantitative metrics from ZDR and ZHH signatures are compared against
characteristics of ZDR columns, including the depth of the column, and the cross-sectional
area of the column within ~1 km of the environmental freezing level. Sample statistics
including median, mean, and maximum metric values were compared and tested using
non-parametric similarity tests, including a Mann Whitney U-test and the two-sample
Kolmogorov–Smirnov test. Cross-correlation coefficients were calculated between ZDR
column metrics and the remaining polarimetric signature metrics with increasing positive

and negative lag of up to 45 minutes, for both individual storm observation periods, and
as whole tornadic and nontornadic samples. A bootstrapping method (i = 5000) was
conducted on the observed data, where bootstrapped distributions of metric median,
mean, and maximum values were obtained, and the tornadic – nontornadic difference in
the 95th percentile median values were compared against the respective observed statistic
value differences. Paired metric comparison datapoints were also bootstrapped over all
offset values, and the cross-correlation coefficients were compared against the observed
values. After completing the analysis, the results reveal: 1) Significant (95% confidence
level) differences exist between most of the tornadic and nontornadic sample metrics
including larger max ZHH storm-core and mean ZDR arc values and larger inferred hail
areal extent among the nontornadic sample, and deeper and broader ZDR columns within
the tornadic sample; 2) Significant correlation values between metric comparisons from
the tornadic sample involving ZDR arc characteristics indicative of polarimetric
associations unique to pretornadic and tornadic supercells; 3) Significant correlation
values between ZDR column metrics and inferred hail radar metrics supportive of prior
observations indicative of cyclical processes in both tornadic and nontornadic supercells.
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Chapter 1: Introduction
Supercells are associated with high-impact weather hazards including significant
tornadoes (Doswell 2001), large and damaging hail (Thompson et al. 2003), and
damaging winds and flooding rains (e.g., Doswell 1994; Smith et al. 2001). Due to the
diversity of hazardous weather associated with these storms, numerous studies have
investigated the unique aspects of supercell thermodynamics, dynamics, and
microphysics. Thermodynamic studies include analyses of temperature and buoyancy
characteristics of the rear-flank downdraft (RFD) (e.g., Markowski 2002, Markowski et
al. 2002; Shabbott and Markowski 2006, Skinner et al. 2011, 2014). Several studies have
investigated supercell dynamics (e.g., Klemp and Wilhelmson 1978; Rotunno and Klemp
1982, 1985; Davies-Jones 1984), including the role of vertical wind shear interacting with
supercell updrafts to induce vertical perturbation pressure gradients and enhance the
stretching of low-level vertical vorticity. The complexities of a supercell are also
inclusive of microphysical interactions. Supercell microphysics have been modeled in
numerous studies (e.g., Johnson et al. 1993; Jung et al. 2010; Youngsun et al. 2010;
Morrison and Millbrandt 2011; Kumjian et al. 2014; and many others). In fact, the choice
of microphysics scheme is crucial to realistic representation of storm structure and
dynamics, as well as the inclusion (or exclusion) of hail and graupel species to
hydrometeor budgets (Johnson et al. 1993; Lim et al. 2011). Spectral bin microphysics
(SBM) schemes have been shown to properly simulate splitting supercell characteristics
for a veering vertical wind profile (Khain and Lynn 2009), where from the work of
Klemp and Wilhelmson (1978) and Cotton and Anthes (1989), in the northern
hemisphere, a dominant, right-moving cyclonic supercell is favored. While the ability to
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simulate supercell storm characteristics at much finer resolutions (e.g., grid point spacing
< 3 km) has improved with greater knowledge and computing ability, successful
microphysical parameterization still remains a challenge. However, the capability to infer
storm microphysics from radar observations has become much more readily available.
Dual-polarized radar provides a significant improvement in the study of supercell
microphysics over that of conventional radar. Dual-polarized, or polarimetric radars
transmit and receive radiation with both horizontal and vertical polarizations, which
provides information about target size and shape allowing for inferences to be made
about hydrometeor phase and species. Several polarimetric variables can be determined
from the information provided by the horizontally and vertically polarized beams
including ZDR, the ratio of radar reflectivity factors at horizontal and vertical polarizations
(e.g., Seliga and Bringi 1976). ZDR is useful for distinguishing between regions of hail
and rain and is substantially enhanced (positive) for drop-size distributions of large,
oblate drops. Operationally, it can be a good measure of the median size of raindrops in a
volume (Kumjian and Ryzhkov 2008, hereafter KR08).
Polarimetric radar is not a new technology, and the study of supercells with it
extends back a few decades (e.g., Conway and Zrnić 1993; Hubbert et al. 1998).
Additionally, there has been an increase in the use of mobile polarimetric radar systems
(e.g., Bluestein et al. 2007; Tanamachi et al. 2012; Pazmany et al. 2013; Snyder et al.
2013; French et al. 2015; Griffin et al. 2018; Wakimoto et al. 2015, 2018). Mobile radar
exhibits obvious advantages over that of the operational WSR-88D, currently employed
by the National Weather Service, including its maneuverability relative to the storm,
flexibility of scanning strategies, and spatial and temporal resolution. However, there are
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a very limited number of available mobile radars which are not always collecting data,
unlike the operational WSR-88D. Thus, storm case sample sizes in observational studies
are often limited to smaller and at times insufficient numbers. With the recent dualpolarization upgrade to the Next-Generation Radar Network, comprised of 160 highresolution S-band WSR-88Ds across the United States and territories, the operational
capability of diagnosing supercell microphysics was significantly improved.
The investigation of polarimetric radar signatures in supercells utilizing S-band
radar observations has been the focus of numerous studies. This includes analyses of
numerous polarimetric radar signatures unique to supercell thunderstorms (e.g., Loney et
al. 2002; Ryzhkov et al. 2005; KR08; Romine et al. 2008; Homeyer and Kumjian 2015),
characteristics of polarimetric signatures relative to tornadogenesis (Van Den Broeke et
al. 2008), and the evolution of a cyclic low-level mesocyclone with a rapid, highresolution scanning strategy (Kumjian et al. 2010). Additionally, Van Den Broeke
(2016), hereafter VDB16, investigated relationships between supercell polarimetric radar
signatures, and near-storm environmental parameters including vertical wind shear and
instability.
Numerous studies exist on the individual polarimetric features intrinsic to
supercells and their associated environmental dependencies; however, research on
associations that may exist temporally and spatially between polarimetric radar metrics is
limited and confined to more recent years. Picca et al. (2010), conducted correlation
testing between the 1-dB ZDR column volume (updraft proxy) and hail core intensity
(defined as the ratio of the 60-dBZ volume to the 40-dBZ volume) in four different storm
cases, revealing strong lag-correlation coefficient values (R ~ 0.80) after an average of
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20-30 minutes of lag. Similarly, Kumjian et al. (2014) demonstrated that the evolution of
ZDR column depth is correlated to increases in radar reflectivity and hail mass at the
ground after a lag-time of 10-15 minutes, but noted that in real storms, this delay is likely
upwards of 20-30 min, with the underestimation attributable to the two-dimensional
cloud model utilized.
Kuster et al. (2019) performed an analysis of ZDR column depth and well-known
severe storm signatures such as -20°C reflectivity cores and mid-level mesocyclones. It
was determined that peaks in the temporal trend of ZDR column depth provide greater lead
times in advance of severe hail than has been demonstrated by peaks in -20°C reflectivity
cores. Prior work has been limited by small sample sizes and numerical simulations, but
the work done by Kuster et al. (2019) has a significant advantage with the utilization of
rapid-update radar data with return intervals of ~2 minutes. The data in this study had full
volume scan times of four to five minutes and the greater time between new base scans
(e.g., the lowest elevation-angle scan) likely affected the temporal resolution of
polarimetric signatures. This is important to consider because following the time-period
of data within this study, new scanning strategies have been deployed on the WSR-88D.
This includes the intra-volume scanning technique known as Supplemental Adaptive
Intra-Volume Low-Level Scans, or SAILS (Chrisman 2013) which was later adapted into
the Multiple Elevation Scan Option for SAILS, or MESO-SAILS (Chrisman 2014),
allowing for up to three additional 0.5˚ elevation-angle scans within a full volume scan,
increasing the frequency of low-level scans, and effectively increasing the temporal
resolution of base-scan polarimetric supercell signatures.
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Most recently, Van Den Broeke (2020), hereafter VDB20, conducted a
preliminary comparison of polarimetric supercell signatures between pretornadic (25-30
minutes prior to initial tornadogenesis) and nontornadic storms. Results from this study
demonstrated greater (smaller) polarimetrically inferred hail areal extent for nontornadic
(pretornadic) storms and greater and less variable ZDR column sizes within pretornadic
storms.
This study aims to improve upon past work by incorporating a much larger
dataset of discrete supercell storm cases as observed by the WSR-88D between 20122014, to quantify statistical relationships of well-known polarimetric radar signatures and
to develop physical reasons for statistical relationships that are found. The goals of this
study include:

1) Quantify the differences in the mean and maximum values of radar metrics in
tornadic and nontornadic storms.
2) Quantify correlations between temporal and spatial variations in ZDR column
depth and ZDR column cross-sectional areal extent and:
i)

Polarimetrically-inferred hail areal extent (HAE)

ii)

Maximum storm-core ZHH value (mean value of 10 largest ZHH values)

iii)

ZDR arc area, mean arc width, and mean arc value

3) Develop a conceptual model of the physical associations of polarimetric supercell
signatures.
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Chapter 2 will provide background information on the radar variables utilized and
explanations for the repetitive ZDR signatures found in supercells that are the focus of this
study. Chapter 3 will discuss the methodology for metric retrieval and the reasoning
behind statistical testing methods. Chapter 4 includes an in-depth analysis of the results
and hypothesizes physical relationships between the radar metrics. Chapter 5 is
comprised of a brief summary, conclusions, and future work recommendations.
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Chapter 2: Background
Prior to the polarimetric upgrade to the NEXRAD network, the WSR-88D
measured three variables including radar reflectivity factor, radial velocity, and spectrum
width. Currently, the WSR-88D offers four additional variables utilizing dualpolarization including differential reflectivity, co-polar correlation coefficient,
differential phase shift, and specific differential phase, all of which provide information
about the size, shape, and orientation of targets within the sample volume. The metrics
utilized in this study rely on radar reflectivity and differential reflectivity, so the reader is
referred to Doviak and Zrnić (1993) and Rinehart (2004) for an in-depth discussion of the
single-polarization radar products. Additionally, the reader is referred to Kumjian
(2013a,b,c) for descriptions of the polarimetric variables and their applications over a
spectrum of meteorological phenomena.

2a.

Reflectivity ZHH
Reflectivity (ZHH) is the component of radar energy that is transmitted and

received in the horizontal polarization and represents scatter of a radar signal from both
hydrometeors and non-meteorological targets. The logarithmic reflectivity ZHH is defined
as 10 times the base-10 logarithm of the linear reflectivity factor zhh, where zhh represents
the horizontal energy that has been scattered back to the radar:
ZHH = 10 * log10 (zhh /1 mm6 m-3)

(2.1)
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Figure 2.1: An example 0.5˚ elevation-angle scan of the ZHH field, as observed from the KINX
WSR-88D at 0032 UTC on 31 May 2013, displaying the classic radar-based supercell storm
structure sought in this study.

The linear reflectivity factor can have values that span several orders of magnitude and
overall is not useful in an operational setting. However, the logarithmic reflectivity factor
acquires a more useful range of values for operational analysis. An example of the ZHH
field illustrating the classic supercell storm classification, is provided in Fig. 2.1. Classic
supercells are characterized by their radar presentation including a well-defined hook
echo reflectivity appendage, a weak-echo region and bounded weak-echo region, all of
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which exhibit vertical and temporal continuity implying the presence of an updraft that is
relatively precipitation free (Fig. 2.1, 2.2; Moller et al. 1994).

2b.

Differential Reflectivity ZDR
Differential reflectivity (ZDR) is representative of how much horizontally

polarized energy is scattered back to the radar relative to the scattering of vertically
polarized energy. Thus, ZDR is a measure of the reflectivity-weighted axis ratio of targets
(Kumjian 2013a), and can provide a reasonable estimate of the oblateness or prolateness
of hydrometeors within a sample volume. Mathematically, ZDR is defined as 10 times the
base-10 logarithm of the ratio of the horizontal and vertical polarizations of the linear
reflectivity factor, and can be simplified as the difference of the horizontal and vertical
polarizations of the logarithmic reflectivity:
ZDR = ZHH – ZVV

(2.2)

Spherical (e.g. small raindrops) or spherically appearing targets (e.g., dry, tumbling hail)
(Lesins and List 1986), will tend to scatter equal power in both polarizations, yielding
ZDR values ~ 0 dB. Thus, for more oblate targets (e.g., where the primary axis of the
target is parallel to the horizontal polarization of the beam such as that of large oblate
raindrops), more power is scattered in the horizontal polarization relative to the vertical,
yielding a greater ZDR value. As target size and number concentration increases, ZHH will
increase and generally so will ZDR, suggesting a direct relationship between the two
variables. However, exceptions to this have been noted in supercells (e.g. Kumjian and
Ryzhkov 2009; 2012) where certain parts of a storm have observed high ZDR values,
indicative of large, oblate drops, collocated with moderate ZHH values, suggesting lower
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number concentrations of larger drops. This drop size distribution typically requires size
sorting processes, which often manifests as unique ZDR signatures found predominately in
supercells, such as those discussed by KR08. A few examples of these polarimetric
signatures include the ZDR column and ZDR arc. These are a primary focus of this study,
and a discussion of the characteristics and formation of each signature will follow.

i.

The ZDR Column Signature

ZDR columns are well documented in the literature (e.g., Illingworth et al. 1987;
Wakimoto and Bringi 1988; Shupyatsky et al. 1990; Balakrishnan and Zrnić 1990;
Vivekanandan et al. 1990; Bringi et al. 1991; Meischner et al. 1991; Herzegh and
Jameson 1992; Conway and Zrnić 1993; Ryzhkov et al. 1994; Raghavan and
Chandrasekar 1994; Brandes et al. 1995; KR08; Picca et al. 2010, 2015). ZDR columns
were first noted by Hall et al. (1984), where a column of high ZDR extending 1.5 km
above the ambient freezing level was observed, suggesting the presence of supercooled
liquid water droplets lofted by an updraft.
Kumjian et al. (2014) used numerical modeling with a polarimetric radar operator
and two-dimensional cloud model in order to determine the life-cycle and origins of
column formation. Results revealed small raindrops from the primary updraft begin to
fall out into weaker updrafts at the cloud edge, and are transported downward in
compensating downdrafts. A portion of these raindrops are then recirculated into the
main updraft at lower levels. If the positive vertical velocities are equivalent to the fall
speeds of the drops, they become suspended and may experience rapid growth via
collection of cloud droplets and smaller raindrops ascending from below. Large raindrops
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Figure 2.2: As in Fig. 2.1 for (a) the 2.4˚ elevation-angle of the ZHH field, with a bounded weak
echo region annotated with a black circle (~1.58 km above radar level at center of annotation), (b)
as in (a), for the ZDR field, (c) the 8.0˚ elevation-angle of the ZHH field, (d) as in (c) for the ZDR
field, with the horizontal cross-sectional area of a ZDR column annotated with a black circle
(~5.66 km above radar level at center of annotation).

(> 4-5 mm) can quickly result from such conditions, eventually falling out against the
updraft and causing an expansion in the ZDR column downward from above. Smaller
raindrops, particularly those in a stronger updraft are lofted farther upward, typically
growing via coalescence, and forming the subfreezing layer of the column. Once these
drops reach sufficiently cold temperatures, nucleation occurs and the drops begin to
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freeze, however since this process is not instantaneous, the supercooled droplets may
exist for a few minutes. If in-situ conditions are sufficient, complete freezing and
continuous growth of these lofted particles often leads to the production of hail and/or
graupel particles. Kumjian et al. (2014) created a general schematic for the particle mass
distributions within ZDR columns. At lower levels, the column is typically dominated by
large raindrops below the ambient freezing level. Farther aloft in the column, freezing
drops become more prevalent and, with increasing height, the particle distribution trends
toward hailstones.
ZDR columns within supercells (e.g., KR08; Kumjian et al. 2010) are generally
narrow, usually 4-8 km wide, and may extend several kilometers above the
environmental freezing level due to positive temperature perturbations associated with
the updraft. A ZDR column typically manifests as a localized, enhanced region of ZDR
(often > 3 dB), representative of large, oblate hydrometeors, consisting of large raindrops
and water-coated hailstones. The column is consistently observed on the inflow side of a
storm within or on the fringe of the updraft. From a radar imagery perspective, ZDR
columns are often within or on the periphery of a bounded weak echo region in the ZHH
field if the storm is strong enough. An example of this configuration can be seen in Fig.
2.2.
The correlation between ZDR column characteristics and updraft tendencies is well
documented. Tuttle et al. (1989) observed updraft speeds of 25–30 m s-1 associated with a
mature column extending 3 km above the ambient freezing level, and later saw updraft
weakening coinciding with the column depth decreasing. Brandes et al. (1995) and Bringi
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et al. (1996, 1997) utilized polarimetric radar observations and aircraft transects, and
observed very large raindrops (up to 8 mm in diameter) within ZDR columns.
ZDR columns have been identified as a suitable proxy for updraft location (e.g.,
Hall et al. 1984; Illingworth et al. 1987; Tuttle et al. 1989; Ryzhkov et al. 1994; Hubbert
et al. 1998) and updraft intensity (e.g., Scharfenburg et al. 2005; KR08, Kumjian et al.
2012, 2014; Snyder 2013; Snyder et al. 2015). In a numerical study, Kumjian et al.
(2014) found the maximum height of the 2-dB ZDR contour to be positively correlated (R
= 0.93) to the vertical velocity (w) at that corresponding altitude. It is important to
consider that the maximum updraft speed (wmax) was located above the simulated ZDR
columns, so wmax and the height of the maximum 2-dB ZDR contour were not as strongly
correlated (R = 0.52). Snyder et al. (2015) also demonstrated numerically and through
observations that the depth of ZDR columns are positively correlated to the intensity of
convective storm updrafts, and determined that changes in the depth of a ZDR column tend
to precede changes in wmax. Additionally, ZDR columns that are taller (Scharfenberg et al.
2005) and broader (Kumjian et al. 2010) are often indicative of stronger updrafts, and
tend to be more conducive for large hail growth (e.g., Nelson 1983; Picca and Ryzhkov
2012; Kumjian 2013b). Thus, metrics derived from the ZDR column such as temporal
trends of the depth of the column (distance between the altitude of the environmental 0˚C
level and the maximum altitude of the 1-dB ZDR column) and the horizontal crosssectional area of a column (calculated within 1 km of the environmental 0˚C level), can
offer insight into inferring updraft intensity and areal extent. The scanning strategy
utilized by the operational WSR-88D captures useful horizontal cross sections through
ZDR columns, shown in Fig. 2.2, allowing operational forecasters to infer updraft
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properties, e.g., the horizontal cross section of ZDR columns appearing as curved or ringlike shapes can be indicative of cyclonic vertical vorticity within a convective updraft
(KR08). Thus, real-time diagnostic tools for monitoring ZDR column metric tendencies
may help operational forecasters discern useful information on the potential severity of
deep convective storms.

ii.

The ZDR Arc Signature

Ryzhkov et al. (2005) examined three tornadic supercells, which impacted
Oklahoma City, OK and interrogated polarimetric radar data as a method of tornado
detection. Anomalously large values of ZDR (often exceeding 4 dB) were regularly
observed on the periphery of high-reflectivity regions associated with the forward flank
downdraft (FFD) and in the inflow region of the tornadic supercell thunderstorms. KR08
termed this region the ZDR arc, once again noting an elongated region along the maximum
gradient of the southern edge of the FFD (in right-moving supercells) with large ZDR
values as shown in Fig. 2.3. Unlike the ZDR column, the arc signature is relatively
shallow, typically no greater than 1-2 km deep.
ZDR arcs (e.g., Ryzhkov et al. 2005; KR08; Kumjian and Ryzhkov 2009; 2012;
Dawson et al. 2014; 2015) are a polarimetric manifestation of a lack of smaller raindrops,
and a small number concentration of large, oblate raindrops, resulting in a ZDR maximum
not necessarily co-located with a ZHH maximum. The arc signature forms as a result of
hydrometeor size sorting, however the cause of this process is dependent upon the
precipitation source movement (e.g. on-hodograph vs. off-hodograph). It is generally
understood that precipitation particles (e.g., liquid drops, graupel, hail) originating from
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Figure 2.3: As in Fig. 2.1 for (a) the 0.5˚ elevation-angle of the ZHH field, with the relative
location of the ZDR arc along the maximum ZHH gradient of the inflow side of the forward flank
downdraft annotated by a black oval, (b) the 0.5˚ elevation-angle of the ZDR field, with the ZDR arc
signature annotated by a black oval. The center of the annotation is ~0.46 km above radar level.

enhanced ZHH regions aloft fall towards the surface with varying trajectories depending
on their size as a result of differential fall velocities (Browning 1965). For example, in an
environment characterized by strong vertical wind shear (directional and/or speed shear),
smaller particles tend to follow the background airflow well, while larger particles are not
as likely to move with the background flow due to larger terminal velocities, even in the
presence of a strong updraft, shown in Fig. 2.4.
Dawson et al. (2015) explored the role of vertical wind shear on hydrometeor size
sorting and its relationship to signatures in the ZDR field. Strong vertical wind shear was
shown to be responsible for size sorting where the precipitation source motion lies on the
hodograph (e.g., moving with the mean wind at the source level). However, in the case of
an off-hodograph motion of the precipitation source (e.g., a right-moving supercell
thunderstorm), vertical wind shear is not enough to support size sorting processes. The
presence of a non-zero storm relative mean wind over the depth of a sorting layer was
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Figure 2.4: Fig. 2 from Kumjian and Ryzhkov (2009), depicting the trajectories of rain drops
falling from a point source for a low-level veering wind profile in a supercell storm-relative
frame, where if the line connecting the wind vectors was projected onto a two-dimensional plane,
it would represent the hodograph. Trajectories are shown for large drops (solid black line),
medium drops (dashed line), and small drops (dotted line). Shading within the supercell
schematic FFD denotes typical ZDR values found along the enhanced southern ZHH gradient in a
right-moving supercell, where the darkest shading represents the largest ZDR values and the
lightest shading represents smaller ZDR values.

determined to be the kinematic driver for size sorting processes, regardless of the
presence of vertical shear, and that a positive correlation exists between the magnitude of
the storm-relative mean wind and hydrometeor size sorting. Physically, the ZDR arc will
develop in supercells perpendicular to the storm-relative mean wind vector given that it is
non-zero, which acts to sort raindrops and melting hail. Thus, hydrometeor size sorting is
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directly related to both the properties of a storm and the near-storm environment. The
formation, presence, and dissipation of this polarimetric signature has been theorized to
provide utility in diagnosing dynamical processes in supercells such as indicating tornado
potential (Palmer et al. 2011; Crowe et al. 2012), and mesocyclogenesis in cyclic
supercells (Kumjian et al. 2010).
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Chapter 3: Methods
A dataset of polarimetric supercell storm cases which occurred between 20122014 was identified. Observation periods of individual storms range from 24 – 95
minutes, with an average time slightly less than five minutes required to complete a
volume coverage pattern (VCP) scan. VCP scan times within this study exhibit variances
due to the use of the Automated Volume Scan Evaluation and Termination algorithm,
which allows for a VCP to be aborted before completing higher elevation angles, if
certain criteria are met. These criteria depend upon both aerial coverage and the
maximum reflectivity of any echoes in a volume (Chrisman 2009).
Storm cases were identified from across the continental U.S., with no specific
geographic constraints. Most of the selected storms originated in the Great Plains and
south-central U.S. (Fig. 3.1). Storms which were included were identified based on
VDB16 methodology, e.g. discrete, cyclonically rotating (right-moving) classic
supercells (Moller et al. 1994), which exhibit common supercell structures including a
ZDR arc and column, and consistent mid-level rotation. Additionally, to ensure highquality resolution of storms and their unique polarimetric signatures, storms were
included if their base-scan altitude was below 1 km for multiple consecutive volume
scans, however base-scans where data was impeded by the cone of silence (e.g., the storm
moved over the radar) were marked as missing. The minimum number of consecutive
scans included was 6, and the most included was 21 volume scans.
The dataset consists of 52 cases which were divided into tornadic and nontornadic
storms. Storms were deemed tornadic if there was an associated tornado local storm
report per the National Center for Environmental Information (NCEI) storm report
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Figure 3.1: A map of the United States with the approximate starting location of the observation
period for each storm in this study.

database, and the remainder were nontornadic storms. Within the dataset, 29 storms were
tornadic and 23 were nontornadic. Several quantitative metrics have been obtained from
level-II radar products including reflectivity and differential reflectivity. These metrics
include maximum ZDR column height above the ambient 0°C level, ZDR column areal
extent, ZDR arc area, mean arc width and arc value, polarimetrically inferred hail areal
extent (HAE), and maximum storm core reflectivity value. Radar data and the associated
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metrics were analyzed and obtained as outlined in VDB16, and a brief description of each
metric will follow.

3a.

Radar Metrics
i.

ZDR Column Depth

The maximum vertical extent of a ZDR column above the ambient freezing level,
hereafter ZDR column depth, has applications in quantifying updraft intensity (e.g.,
Scharfenburg et al. 2005; KR08; Kumjian et al. 2010, 2012, 2014; Snyder 2013; Snyder
et al. 2015; VDB16). ZDR column depth is defined as the maximum altitude of the 1-dB
ZDR contour associated with the column above the ambient 0°C level. This threshold was
chosen based on consistency with the ZDR column detection algorithm of Snyder et al.
(2015). In order to determine the column depth, a representative model-derived proximity
sounding was obtained from the Rapid Refresh (RAP) (VDB16). Soundings were
spatially chosen to best represent the undisturbed regional supercell environment when
possible (within 40 km of a storm, as in Thompson et al. 2003, 2007), and the closest
model initialization was selected relative to the middle of the analysis period for each
storm. If an analysis period lasted longer than one hour, values from two model-derived
soundings (both based on model initialization) were averaged to obtain a representative
average environment. Accuracy of sampled values tended to decrease for increasing
storm-radar distance since beam centerlines of successively higher elevation angles
spread out vertically with distance, and of the 633 total scans available, this metric could
not be calculated for 31 scans (5%) due to an inability to clearly identify the top of the
1-dB ZDR column.
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ii.

ZDR Column Areal Extent

The ZDR column areal extent as illustrated by VDB16 is defined as the 0.5-dB ZDR
contour at an altitude between approximately 0.7–1.3 km above the ambient 0°C level.
This threshold was chosen so a greater number of data points could be included. Modelderived soundings, as described above, were used in quantifying the ambient 0°C altitude
for the calculation of this metric. The 0.5-dB contour was chosen since it effectively
reduced the influence of noise in the ZDR field. Additionally, this metric was normalized
by storm areal extent, defined as the area of the 35-dBZ storm echo, where the
normalized value represents the proportion of the storm dominated by the updraft region
aloft. The metric was quantified for each volume scan time step in the analysis period that
had an elevation angle with data in the accepted altitude range, but otherwise were given
a missing value. Sample data could not be determined for one storm of the 52 included,
and of the 623 remaining scans, this metric was not calculated for 58 scans (9%) due to
an inability to demarcate the area of the 0.5-dB column.

iii.

ZDR Arc Area and Mean Arc Width

The area of the ZDR arc core was defined as the region enclosed by the 3.5-dB ZDR
contour (VDB16). The 3.5-dB contour was chosen since it represented the area of the arc
dominated by large values, captured temporal changes well within each storm, and
remains consistent with prior work (e.g., KR08; VDB16; VDB20). Due to the shallow
nature of the arc signature, the arc was required to be fully located at a beam height
< 1 km in altitude. This metric was also normalized by storm areal extent, where the
normalized value represents the proportion of the storm dominated by the low-level ZDR
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arc area. Of the 633 total scans available, this metric could not be calculated for 14 scans
(2%) due to the forward flank moving over the radar site, or because it moved farther
away from the radar site.
The mean ZDR arc width was determined by identifying the 2-dB ZDR contour
associated with the arc, and determining an average value of multiple transects of the arc
approximately perpendicular to the maximum ZHH gradient along the supercell forward
flank. A single mean arc width was recorded for each volume scan at the lowest elevation
angle, given that the altitude of the arc was entirely < 1 km. This altitude requirement was
established so comparisons between storms are more representative. Of the 633 total
scans available, this metric was not calculated for 13 scans (2%) because the 2-dB ZDR
arc was not completely < 1 km in altitude. Metrics pertaining to the ZDR arc are of interest
due to the potential for inferring low-level wind shear magnitude, e.g., ZDR arc–storm
core distance may be directly related to vertical wind shear magnitude in the storm inflow
layer (Ganson and Kumjian 2015).

iv.

Mean ZDR Arc Value

As shown by VDB16, a mean value of ZDR was calculated for all pixels > 0 dB
within the ZDR arc, where the arc region was defined by the 2-dB contour. Within the size
sorting region, ZDR values should be consistently large, so pixels with ZDR < 0 dB should
not be included. Metric values were obtained for every scan in an observation period
where requirements were satisfied regarding the arc location relative to the radar
described previously. Of the 633 total available scans, this metric was not calculated for
12 scans (2%) because the ZDR arc was not well defined.
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Figure 3.2: (a) The 0.5˚ elevation-angle scan of the ZHH field, as observed from the KAMA
WSR-88D at 0428 UTC 30 April 2012, exhibiting a nontornadic supercell with polarimetrically
inferred hail annotated by the black circle. (b) The 0.5˚ elevation-angle scan of the ZDR field with
depressed ZDR values collocated with enhanced ZHH values, indicating potential hail fallout in the
low-levels. The center of the annotation is ~1.04 km above radar level.

v. Polarimetrically Inferred Hail Areal Extent
Supercell storms often contain regions of hailfall, which may be determinable by
analysis of both ZHH and ZDR. The signature is generally characterized by high ZHH and
near-zero ZDR values (e.g., Balakrishnan and Zrnić 1990; KR08; Fig. 3.2), with regions of
hail often most pronounced downshear from the mesocyclone. The low-level hail extent
metric, as illustrated by VDB16, was polarimetrically inferred by calculating the area of
the storm core associated with collocated high ZHH (> 55 dBZ) and depressed ZDR values
(0-1 dB) (Fig. 3.2). Data at base-scan elevation were required to be < 1 km in altitude to
avoid sampling mid-level hail cores, and to yield more comparable observations between
storms. Additionally, this metric was normalized by storm areal extent, where the
normalized value represents the proportion of the storm dominated by polarimetrically
inferred hail. Of the 633 total scans available, this metric was not calculated for 7 scans
(1%) due to the fact that beam altitude in the inferred hail region was > 1 km.
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vi.

Maximum Storm Core Reflectivity Value

While a simple metric, the maximum ZHH value may provide information on the
intensity of precipitation, including hail, within the storm core. Within intense convective
storms, raindrop sizes are typically larger and can lead to an enhancement of 1-2 dB in
ZHH, and hail can contribute up to a 10 dB enhancement in ZHH (Austin 1987). As shown
in VDB20, the average of the 10 largest ZHH values within the storm core were recorded
if the altitude was < 1 km. It is noted that this variable may be prone to error due to noise
and uncertainty in what scatterers contribute to the ten maximum values, however for
tornadic storms, values from tornado debris signature bins were not included in the
calculation. Of the 633 total scans available, this metric was not calculated for 12 scans
(2%) because the radar beam was > 1 km in altitude.

3b.

Methods
The 52 storms chosen for this study were divided into tornadic and nontornadic

populations. The total distributions of each metric (both tornadic and nontornadic for
every volume scan available) were tested for normality utilizing a Shapiro-Wilk test
(Shapiro and Wilk 1965), with a majority of the distributions found to be non-Gaussian in
shape at the 95% confidence level. An exception is noted for the mean ZDR arc pixel
value within nontornadic storms, which failed to reject the null hypothesis (p > 0.05).
Due to an overwhelming majority of distributions being non-Gaussian, non-parametric
tests were chosen in order to compare similarity of distributions, including the twosample independent Mann Whitney U-test (MWU) (Rosner and Grove 1999) and the
two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test (Goodman 1954). The MWU and KS tests
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were chosen for their non-parametric advantages, and were both used to ensure a
thorough comparison between samples. The MWU test compares the mean ranks of two
groups and is sensitive to differences in their median values, whereas the KS test is a
comparison of the cumulative distribution functions of two groups and is sensitive to the
shape and spread of sample distributions as well as their median values and may provide
more information than employing only an MWU test.
Sample statistics including storm-mean, -median, and -maximum values were
determined for each metric. The sample statistics were then separated into tornadic and
nontornadic distributions, and both MWU and KS tests were conducted to determine if
statistically significant differences existed between the two distributions for each sample
statistic of the metrics. The median value for each sample statistic distribution was
determined, and a difference value (tornadic-nontornadic, hereafter T-NT) was
calculated. Additionally, a bootstrapping method was applied where all available sample
scans for each metric (separated between tornadic and nontornadic storms) were sampled
with replacement (i = 5000), following Kuster et al. (2019). Non-parametric distributions
of sample statistics including mean, median, and maximum were created, and the median
values of the 95th percentile range of the distributions were determined. T-NT differences
in the bootstrapped distribution median values were calculated for comparison against the
observed sample statistic T-NT median difference values.
Pearson cross-correlation values were calculated using the ZDR column depth, ZDR
column areal extent, and the normalized ZDR column areal extent (e.g., the independent
variables) and the remaining radar metrics (e.g., the dependent variables). For the
purposes of this study, a lag of up to nine volume scans (~ 45 minutes) was applied to the
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Figure 3.3: A schematic demonstrating how lag was applied to two given metrics being
compared, for both a positive lag and negative lag.

metric comparisons in both directions of the zero offset, e.g., Fig. 3.3. Lag was
introduced to further test the results of prior studies (e.g., Picca et al. 2010; Kumjian et al.
2014; Kuster et al. 2019) which demonstrated a physical relationship between updraft
tendencies and precipitation fallout and intensity at a temporal offset of 15-30 minutes. In
order to ensure a sufficient number of scans were included in each cross-correlation test,
a minimum of six volume scans were required to be remaining after the metrics were
lagged for each successive lag interval (Fig. 3.3). Correlation values were calculated for
each metric comparison within each storm, and for each metric comparison in both
tornadic and nontornadic samples (e.g., a cross-correlation coefficient was calculated for
the ZDR column depth vs. ZDR arc area metric comparison using all available sample scans
from tornadic storms at any given lag). However, due to the variation in the length of
observation periods, the number of total sample scans included in the cross-correlation
calculation decreased for each successive lag interval. Among the storm-based
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correlation testing, a small number of storms had observation periods long enough to
determine correlation values over the full amount of lag applied. For metric comparisons
using the ZDR column depth as the updraft proxy, a total of 14 storms (9 tornadic and 5
nontornadic) had an observation period long enough. Similarly, for comparisons using
the ZDR column area and the normalized column area as the updraft proxy, 13 storms (8
tornadic and 4 nontornadic) had observation periods that were long enough. From these
storms, a median correlogram was created for both tornadic and nontornadic samples, and
the maximum correlation value (in magnitude) was determined along with the
corresponding lag interval. For the total sample correlation testing, the maximum
correlation value (in magnitude) was also determined, along with the corresponding lag
interval and p-value.
Additionally, a bootstrapping method was applied to the total sample crosscorrelation testing, where the paired metric values in a comparison (e.g., for all tornadic
samples, ZDR column depth vs. mean ZDR arc width at a given lag interval) were sampled
with replacement (i = 5000) and cross-correlation values were calculated, resulting in a
non-parametric distribution of cross-correlation values. This process was repeated for all
comparisons discussed above over all consecutive offsets. The mean and median values
of the bootstrapped distributions of cross-correlations were calculated and compared
against the observed data. The 90th percentile of the distributions were also determined to
demonstrate the “most reasonable” high magnitude cross-correlation coefficient possible.
The 90th percentile was chosen to remain consistent with methods utilized in probabilistic
guidance products disseminated by national forecast centers including the National
Hurricane Center (National Hurricane Center 2020) and the Weather Prediction Center
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(Burke et al. 2017). It is noted that some distributions of bootstrapped cross-correlation
values were either completely less than zero, or had a median value close to zero,
resulting in nearly equivalent 10th and 90th percentile values. In order to account for these
scenarios, the 10th percentile value was factored into the comparison and was chosen over
the 90th percentile if it was larger in magnitude, as this represents the legitimate most
likely extreme value within the distribution.
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Chapter 4: Results and Discussion
4a.

Typical Values of Radar Signature Metrics
The first step of the analysis involved determining the typical range of values for

each metric, whether tornadic or nontornadic. Certain metrics exhibited a large range of
values, so sample statistics including median and mean were calculated within the
10th – 90th percentiles of total available sample scans for each metric. In doing so, a more
reasonable range of metric values and sample statistics were created for interpretation and
analysis. The data included are limited to radar scans of semi-discrete, right-moving
(cyclonic) supercells from varying regions across the U.S. over a broad range of months
and seasons (February – December). However, a majority (38 of 52 storms) were
sampled during the climatological peak (March – May) in warm season supercell activity
in the central and southern Great Plains (Brooks et al. 2003). It should be noted that a
variable number of scans exist for each metric due to a lack of quality data for subjective
analysis in varying storms.
The 35-dBZ storm area (Fig. 4.1) exhibited a broad range of values, with a 10th –
90th percentile range between 221.8 km2 and 1264.7 km2. The broad range of values from
this metric demonstrates that there is not a textbook definition on the size of a supercell
as they can be quite large (e.g., sample scans > 1000 km2), or more moderately sized with
~ 50% of sample scans between 250 – 750 km2, and median and mean values of
529.6 km2 and 588.45 km2, respectively. For inferred HAE (Fig. 4.1), the 10th – 90th
percentile ranged from 3.53 km2 to 63.62 km2, with median and mean values of
21.74 km2 and 25.83 km2, respectively. Normalized inferred HAE (Fig. 4.1) had a
10th – 90th percentile range between 0.008 and 0.116, with median and mean values of
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Figure 4.1: The distributions of all available sample scans for 35-dBZ storm area (top left),
inferred hail areal extent (top right), normalized inferred hail areal extent (middle left), maximum
storm core ZHH value (middle right), mean ZDR arc value (bottom left), and mean ZDR arc width
(bottom right). The 10th (blue dashed line) and 90th percentiles (green dashed line) are annotated,
and bin midpoints are plotted on the x-axis.
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0.037 and 0.045, respectively, indicating that for most sample scans, typically only
4 – 5% of the storm area consisted of inferred HAE. The 10th percentile of maximum
storm core ZHH values (Fig. 4.1) was 57.48 dBZ and the 90th percentile was 70.53 dBZ,
with mean and median values of 63.87 dBZ and 63.83 dBZ, respectively.
The mean ZDR arc value (Fig. 4.1) 10th – 90th percentile range fell between
2.12 dB and 3.6 dB, with a median value of 2.74 dB and mean value of 2.81 dB. The
mean ZDR arc width metric (Fig. 4.1) had a 10th – 90th percentile range between 3.28 km
and 11.5 km, with median and mean values that were equivalent at 7.38 km. The ZDR arc
area (Fig. 4.2) metric exhibited a wide range where the 10th – 90th percentile fell between
2.74 km2 and 163.03 km2, and had median and mean values of 70.64 and 70.59 km2. The
normalized ZDR arc area (Fig. 4.2) exhibited a 10th – 90th percentile range between 0.007
and 0.312, with median and mean values of 0.112 and 0.1205, respectively. The sample
statistics for the normalized ZDR arc area indicate that the arc area or arc core tended to
occupy just over 10% of the storm area in most sample scans. It is noted that for this
metric, bin differences were not all equal, with metric values > 0.50 grouped into two
bins of unequal sizes (0.50 – 1.0 and 1.0 – 2.2). This was done in order to group
anomalous normalized values > 1.0 from a storm where overall reflectivity values were
low resulting in a low 35- dBZ storm area while the ZDR arc remained well pronounced.
ZDR column areal extent (Fig. 4.2) had a large range of values with a 10th – 90th
percentile range between 9.26 km2 to 97.95 km2, a median value of 38.48 km2, and a
mean value of 42.25 km2. The normalized ZDR column areal extent (Fig. 4.2) also
exhibited a large range of observed values where the 10th – 90th percentile range fell
between 0.019 to 0.203, had a median value of 0.077, and a mean value of 0.083. The
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Figure 4.2: As in Fig. 4.1, for ZDR arc area (top left), normalized ZDR arc area (top right), ZDR
column areal extent (middle left), normalized ZDR column areal extent (middle right), and ZDR
column depth (bottom). Note that for normalized ZDR arc area, all bins were not uniform in size
due to a few storms with normalized values greater than one.
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sample statistics for the normalized ZDR column cross sectional area indicate that the
polarimetrically inferred updraft region aloft occupied < 10% of the storm area in most
sample scans. Lastly, the ZDR column depth (Fig. 4.2) exhibited a 10th – 90th percentile
range of values from 1.28 km to 3.9 km, with a median value of 2.57 km, and mean value
of 2.59 km. This analysis demonstrates that certain metrics tend to be more variable and
may not be best represented by a typical value or sample statistic, e.g., storm area, ZDR
arc area, and ZDR column area.

4b.

Tornadic vs. Nontornadic Samples
The next question is whether tornadic and nontornadic supercells can be

differentiated based on the quantitative radar metrics, similar to work done by VDB20
where the possibility was demonstrated for select radar metrics. The first test involved
comparing the distributions of total sample scans for each metric among tornadic and
nontornadic samples by utilizing both KS and MWU tests to identify statistically
significant differences. The non-parametric tests were chosen due to all but one metric
distribution differing from a Gaussian shape at the 95% confidence level, per ShapiroWilk test results described above. KS and MWU testing on samples of total scans of
tornadic and nontornadic radar metrics yielded statistically significant results at the 95%
confidence level (p < 0.05) for several sample distribution comparisons except for mean
ZDR arc width and storm areal extent. These results are constrained by unequal sample
sizes for each metric, and unequal sample sizes for both categories of storms. However, it
is a promising signal as it displays the possibility of differentiating tornadic and
nontornadic storms based on certain polarimetric signatures.
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Qualitative and quantitative characteristics can be inferred from the total sample
scan comparisons. Statistically significant differences were not found between tornadic
and nontornadic sample scans per the KS and MWU tests for the storm area metric
(Fig. 4.3). This implies that among the samples collected, reflectivity echo size
differences between supercells are likely not a suitable factor for differentiating tornadic
potential, and the divided samples are consistent with the prior notion that supercells can
take on a wide range of sizes. For the inferred HAE metric (Fig. 4.3), statistically
significant results were found based on the p-values of both the KS and MWU tests. A
similar variability of inferred HAE was observed between nontornadic and tornadic
samples with a few outlier sample scans in excess of 100 km2 among the nontornadic
samples. These results are weakly reflected in the mean values, e.g., 24.24 km2 and
41.37 km2, however the median values exhibit a weaker difference, e.g., 17.63 km2 and
22.16 km2 (both pairs of sample statistics are tornadic and nontornadic respectively). It is
worth noting that ~ 70% of sample scans from tornadic storms exhibited an inferred HAE
between 0 – 30 km2 whereas only ~ 45% of nontornadic samples fell into the same bin.
This results of the normalized inferred HAE metric are similar to the raw metric
comparison, with ~ 70% of tornadic sample scans falling within the 0 – 5% bin,
indicating that generally the inferred HAE occupied < 5% of the total storm area for a
majority of tornadic samples.
The max storm core ZHH value comparison (Fig. 4.3) exhibits statistically
significant results based on the KS and MWU test p-values, and physical separation can
be seen between the two sample distributions. For both categories of storms, sample
mean values were 62.4 dBZ and 66.15 dBZ (tornadic and nontornadic respectively) and
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Figure 4.3: Tornadic (hashed bars) and nontornadic (red bars) distributions of all available
sample scans for 35-dBZ storm area (top left), inferred hail areal extent (top right), normalized
inferred hail areal extent (middle left), maximum storm core ZHH value (middle right), mean ZDR
arc value (bottom left), and mean ZDR arc width (bottom right). The p-values from the KS and
MWU tests are annotated, and bin midpoints are plotted on the x-axis.
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the medians were 62.56 and 66.62 dBZ. However, the scale of this metric must be
considered when evaluating the meaning of the statistical results. Differences in the
sample statistics between the tornadic and nontornadic categories were ~ 4 dBZ with
nontornadic storms tending to have a greater max core ZHH value. In terms of operational
value, the magnitude of separation between the samples would not prove useful to a
warning forecaster for differentiating between supercells.
A similar conclusion can be made for the mean ZDR arc value comparison
(Fig. 4.3). Sample statistics of these distributions include mean values of 2.67 dB and
3.05 dB (tornadic and nontornadic respectively) and median values of 2.61 dB and
3.08 dB, yielding a typical difference of ~ 0.5 dB between the samples. Microphysically
this does imply differences such as the median hydrometeor diameter within the arc
region, e.g., generally nontornadic sample scans exhibited a larger mean ZDR arc value
within the arc region. However, similar to the max ZHH value metric, the magnitude of the
difference in sample statistics is not useful in an operational setting despite statistically
significant results.
The mean ZDR arc width metric comparison (Fig. 4.3) did not yield statistically
significant results and this can be inferred qualitatively based on the physicality of the
two sample distributions, e.g., minimal separation between both samples. This conclusion
can also be drawn from nearly equal sample statistics e.g., mean values of 7.59 km and
7.52 km and medians of 7.25 km and 7.52 km (both tornadic and nontornadic
respectively) . It is apparent that no meaningful differences exist between tornadic and
nontornadic sample scans of mean ZDR arc width.
The ZDR arc area comparison (Fig. 4.4) yielded statistically significant results, and
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Figure 4.4: As in Fig. 4.3, for ZDR arc area (top left), normalized ZDR arc area (top right), ZDR
column areal extent (middle left), normalized ZDR column areal extent (middle right), and ZDR
column depth (bottom). Note that for normalized ZDR arc area, all bins were not uniform in size
due to a few storms with normalized values greater than one.
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based on the sample distributions, sample scans from tornadic storms tended to be
skewed towards larger arc areas than that of nontornadic samples for arc areas above the
120 km2 threshold. However, ~ 70% of tornadic samples and ~ 85% of nontornadic
samples were below this threshold and medians of 77.4 km2 and 60.93 km2 and mean
values of 84.88 km2 and 66.83 km2 (tornadic and nontornadic, respectively) demonstrate
that there is typically not much difference in the size of the ZDR arc area between tornadic
and nontornadic samples despite statistically significant results. Variability is still evident
in the metric between both storm categories, and similar to the inferred HAE metric, the
arc area is dependent upon the overall size of a storm. The normalized ZDR arc area metric
comparison (Fig. 4.4) also yielded statistically significant results with a similar sample
distribution spread as the raw metric comparison with ~ 70% of tornadic samples and
~ 85% of nontornadic samples below the 0.20 normalized value threshold, e.g., the ZDR
arc area occupied < 20% of the storm area in most samples. As previously discussed, bin
differences were not all equal for this metric, with bin values in Fig. 4.4 matching those
used in Fig. 4.2. Despite statistically significant results from the KS and MWU tests, it is
not apparent that differences among the raw ZDR arc area and normalized values would be
meaningful to a forecaster for differentiating between tornadic and nontornadic
supercells.
Regarding the metrics obtained from characteristics of the ZDR column,
statistically significant results were obtained for all three metrics. The ZDR column areal
extent metric comparison (Fig 4.4) exhibits results also supports the inference that ZDR
columns tend to be larger in tornadic sample scans. For tornadic samples, ~ 70% of scans
were > 30 km2 and ~ 40% of scans were > 60 km2, while for nontornadic samples, ~ 50%
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of scans were between 0 – 30 km2 with ~20% of scans exceeding 60 km2. Sample
statistics also help support this inference, e.g., mean values of 53.23 km2 and 36.22 km2
and medians of 44.72 km2 and 36.22 km2 (tornadic and nontornadic respectively). The
normalized ZDR column areal extent comparisons (Fig 4.4) help illustrate how persistent
the storm-size relative column area is through all sample scans, with ~ 60% tornadic
samples and > 70% of nontornadic samples exhibiting a normalized value between
0.0 – 0.10 and just under 30% of tornadic and 20% of nontornadic samples falling within
the 0.10 – 0.20 bin.
For ZDR column depth, (Fig 4.4), statistically significant results were determined
from the KS and MWU tests. Qualitatively, it can be inferred that tornadic sample scans
tend to have larger column depths than that of nontornadic sample scans. Among the
tornadic samples, ~ 80% of samples have a ZDR column depth > 2 km while ~ 50% of
nontornadic samples are < 2 km. Based on the results, it could be inferred that ZDR
column depth tends to be greater in magnitude more frequently among sample scans from
tornadic storms, however the sample statistics depict a smaller separation between typical
values for tornadic and nontornadic samples, e.g., mean values of 2.80 km and 2.26 km
and medians of 2.69 km and 2.34 km (tornadic and nontornadic respectively).
In order to further test the comparison of metrics between tornadic and
nontornadic samples, sample statistics of each metric from each storm including
storm-mean, -median, and -maximum values were computed, and the resulting tornadic
and nontornadic distributions were again subjected to a KS and MWU test. The resulting
box and violin plots below display these distributions, along with annotations for the
results of the statistical tests and the sample sizes. In Fig. 4.5, the sample statistics of the
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Figure 4.5: Box & violin plots of storm-median, mean, and -max metric values calculated over
the duration of a storm’s observation period for (top row) 35-dBZ storm area, (middle row)
inferred hail areal extent, and (bottom row) normalized inferred hail areal extent. Annotations are
provided for the sample distribution means (cyan diamond), KS and MWU test p-values, and the
sum of both the tornadic and nontornadic sample statistic distributions.
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35-dBZ storm area, the inferred HAE, and the normalized values of inferred HAE are
shown.
All three sample statistic comparisons of the 35-dBZ storm area (Fig. 4.5) did not
yield statistically significant results, and examination of the box and violin plots shows
similar kernel densities and distributions of the sample statistics among both tornadic and
nontornadic samples where the storm-median distributions had mean values of
600.47 km2 and 691.23 km2 and median values of 489.8 km2 and 514.0 km2 and the
storm-max distributions had mean values of 641.0 km2 and 617.4 km2 and medians of
778.59 km2 and 872.42 km2 (all tornadic and nontornadic respectively). This is consistent
with the prior results involving all available sample scans, and further confirms the
inference that the areal coverage of the storm echo is not an effective measure of
characterizing between tornadic and nontornadic samples.
For the inferred HAE metric (Fig. 4.5), two of the three sample statistic
comparisons yielded statistically significant results including storm-median and -mean
inferred HAE. Generally, for all three sample statistics, inferred HAE had a smaller range
of values in tornadic storms than nontornadic storms. The mean value of the storm-mean
distributions of inferred HAE was ~ 20 km2 less in tornadic storms (25.34 km2 and
45.0 km2 comparatively). The mean values of the storm-max distributions also differed
by ~ 23 km2, with nontornadic storms tending to have a greater storm-maximum value of
inferred HAE (68.14 km2 compared to 45.63 km2). This remains consistent with
observations of the polarimetrically inferred hail signature by KR08 and VDB20.
While the raw inferred HAE metric sample statistics depicted a strong statistical
signal, the sample statistics of the normalized inferred HAE (Fig. 4.5) depict a weaker
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difference among tornadic and nontornadic samples. For all three sample statistics, the
normalized inferred HAE failed to reject the null hypothesis of the KS test, but did yield
statistically significant results for the MWU tests. Based on the characteristics of the two
non-parametric tests, this implies significant differences in the median values of the
sample distributions but not in their shapes or sizes. The median values of the
distributions of sample statistics included 0.036 and 0.048 for storm-median values,
0.044 and 0.057 for storm-mean values, and 0.081 and 0.096 for storm-maximum values
(all tornadic and nontornadic respectively). The normalized comparison also further
enhances the importance of examining the storm-relative size of the polarimetric
signature, e.g., comparing the raw metric values of larger signatures within larger storms
to smaller signatures among smaller storms may not yield meaningful results.
Sample statistics of the maximum storm core ZHH values (Fig. 4.6) exhibited a
strong statistical signal in the differences between tornadic and nontornadic storms,
where storm-median, -mean, -maximum values were deemed significantly different by
both tests, with the exception being the KS test among the storm-max sample statistic
comparison. For this metric, the mean values of the storm-maximum and storm-mean
distributions were less in tornadic storms by 4 dBZ and 3 dBZ respectively, e.g.,
65.26 dBZ and 68.5 dBZ for the storm-maximum distributions, and 62.19 dBZ and
66.1 dBZ for the storm-mean distributions (all tornadic and nontornadic respectively).
Although the statistical signal is strong, a typical difference in reflectivity values of
3 – 4 dBZ would likely not be useful to a warning forecaster. This metric could be more
useful in conjunction with the inferred HAE metric. For example, larger hail signatures
with enhanced dBZ values as demonstrated by the nontornadic storms in this study could
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Figure 4.6: As in Fig. 4.5, for (top row) max storm core ZHH value, (middle row) mean ZDR arc
value, and (bottom row) mean ZDR arc width.
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be used to identify the microphysical processes dominating a storm, and potentially infer
near-storm environmental conditions.
In Fig. 4.6, the distributions of storm-median, -mean, and -maximum metric
values are shown for the mean ZDR arc value metric. The distributions of sample statistics
were deemed significantly different for the storm-median and -mean samples, however
the storm-max samples failed to reject the null hypotheses of the KS and MWU tests. The
storm-maximum values for the mean ZDR arc value were on average 0.5 dB larger in
nontornadic storms than tornadic storms, e.g., 3.5 dB compared to 3 dB respectively. The
range of the three sample statistic distributions for this metric did not vary greatly, and
generally speaking the only difference in ranges was on the top end of the distributions
where the nontornadic samples were larger by ~ 0.5 dB. Despite being significantly
different, and physically, a 0.5 dB difference in a ZDR value implying different shaped
hydrometeors, the results of this comparison lack in nowcasting and warning decision
value and are presented as an observation of storm microphysical differences between
tornadic and nontornadic storms, this being that within the sample of storms, nontornadic
sample statistics of the mean ZDR arc value metric yielded a drop size distribution skewed
towards more oblate rain drops within the ZDR arc region.
Overall, the mean ZDR arc width metric (Fig. 4.6) was not shown to be
significantly different for storm-median and -mean values, but did exhibit a significant pvalue for the storm-maximum values KS test. Distributions of sample statistics between
tornadic and nontornadic storms were similar in range and exhibited insignificant
differences, and therefore the metric would likely not be a useful factor for distinguishing
between tornadic and nontornadic storms.
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For the ZDR arc area comparison (Fig. 4.7), neither the storm-median or -mean
value comparisons yielded a significant difference between the distributions. This can be
seen in the differences of the sample statistic distribution median values, e.g., for the
storm-median distributions, the median values only differed by ~ 6 km2 (69.32 km2
compared to 63.42 km2) and for the storm-mean distributions, the median values differed
by ~ 7 km2 (70.4 km2 and 63.6 km2) between tornadic and nontornadic samples
respectively. However, the distributions of storm-maximum values were deemed
significantly different by both the KS and MWU tests with the mean values of the
tornadic storm-maximum distribution exceeding the nontornadic values by ~ 18 km2
(129.9 km2 compared to 111.3 km2) while the median values only differed by ~ 7 km2
(125.1 km2 compared to 118.16 km2). It is worth noting that for tornadic storms, a much
wider range of values for ZDR arc area were observed and exceeded the top end of the
nontornadic distributions by over 40 km2 for storm-mean and -maximum values, and over
50 km2 for the storm-median values. Based on the limited significant differences for this
metric among tornadic and nontornadic samples, it is likely not a useful factor for
differentiating between tornadic and nontornadic supercells due to its dependence on the
size of a storm, similar to the inferred HAE metric.
The normalized ZDR arc area metric aids in creating a uniform comparison
between tornadic and nontornadic samples, however a similar result is inferred from the
sample statistic distribution comparisons shown in Fig. 4.7. It is noted that despite unique
shape differences in the kernel densities, this was due to an outlier sample statistic for
reasons previously discussed. The normalized metric values also fail to present a strong
statistical signal with all three sample statistic distribution comparisons exhibiting KS
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Figure 4.7: As in Fig. 4.5, for (top row) ZDR arc area, (middle row) normalized ZDR arc area, and
(bottom row) ZDR column areal extent. Note that the ZDR column areal extent metric only includes
51 storms due to one storm lacking quality data through the observation period.
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and MWU test p-values > 0.05. With a lack of significant results, the ZDR arc area metric
(raw and normalized) does not distinguish tornadic and nontornadic samples with skill,
however the normalized comparison is preferred as it provides more context than
comparing the raw metric values.
For ZDR column areal extent (Fig. 4.7), all three sample statistic comparisons were
shown to be significantly different by the MWU test, but not by the KS test, implying
significantly different distribution median values. ZDR column area spanned a larger range
of values for all three sample statistics among tornadic samples compared to nontornadic
samples. Tornadic samples fell between 6 km2 – 117 km2 (storm-median samples),
6 km2 – 116 km2 (storm-mean samples), and 10 km2 – 170 km2 (storm-max samples),
while nontornadic samples were between 0 km2 – 133 km2, 1 km2 – 80 km2, and
10 km2 – 120 km2, respectively. The mean values of the tornadic sample distributions
were larger than those of the nontornadic samples by at least 15 km2 and as much as
20 km2, while the sample distribution median values were larger by at least 10 km2 than
those of nontornadic samples.
Similar to the prior normalized metric comparisons, the normalized ZDR column
areal extent metric provides a uniform comparison of the ratio of storm area occupied by
the polarimetrically inferred updraft region (Fig. 4.7). For all three sample statistic
comparisons, significant results were found from the KS and MWU tests. Similar ranges
of values were noted for each sample statistic, e.g., median value ranges of 0.027 – 0.27
and 0.0 – 0.276, mean value ranges of 0.032 – 0.31 and 0.002 – 0.284, and maximum
value ranges of 0.044 – 0.564 and 0.018 – 0.451, all of which are listed tornadic and
nontornadic respectively. Despite significant results from the KS and MWU tests, sample
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distribution median values do not exhibit differences that could be useful in an
operational setting, e.g., for the median sample statistic distributions, median values were
0.085 and 0.05, for the mean sample statistic distributions, median values were 0.09 and
0.054, and for the maximum sample statistic distributions, median values were 0.16 and
0.087 (all of which are listed tornadic and nontornadic respectively).
From Fig. 4.8, the ZDR column depth comparison was not shown to be
significantly different for the storm-median and -mean sample statistic distributions,
however significant results (p < 0.05) were found for the storm-max sample distributions.
Among tornadic samples, both the storm-median and -mean sample distributions
exhibited a smaller range of values than that of the nontornadic sample distributions, e.g.,
for storm-median, metric values were between 1.43 km – 4.3 km and 0 km – 4.17 km
(tornadic and nontornadic respectively), and storm-mean values were between
1.74 km – 4.6 km and 0.33 km – 3.94 km (tornadic and nontornadic respectively). For
both sample statistic distributions, the distribution median and mean values differed by
< 0.50 km. For the storm-max sample distributions, the median and mean values also
only differed by < 0.50 km despite significant p-values for both the KS and MWU tests.
The values ranged between 2.65 km – 6.15 km for tornadic samples, and
1.59 km – 5.15 km for nontornadic samples. Statistical results for this metric comparison
are not supportive of a meaningful difference between tornadic and nontornadic samples,
however a few patterns are noted among all three sample statistic distributions: 1) ZDR
column depth in tornadic samples exhibited a greater maximum value and a greater
minimum value than nontornadic samples, 2) a smaller range of values was observed
among tornadic samples than that of nontornadic samples, of which both patterns may be
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Figure 4.8: As in Fig. 4.5, for (top row) normalized ZDR column areal extent and (bottom row)
ZDR column depth. Note that the normalized ZDR column areal extent metric only includes 51
storms due to one storm lacking quality data through the observation period.

indicative of deeper and more steady-state ZDR columns from tornadic samples.
Based on the observations presented, discrete right-moving supercells which become
tornadic tend to have taller and broader updrafts as inferred by the characteristics of the
ZDR column, which is consistent with previous findings (e.g., Scharfenberg et al. 2005;
Kumjian et al. 2010; VDB20). Additionally, Coffer and Parker (2016, 2018) examined
simulations of supercells from VORTEX2 composite environments, observing that
tornadic supercells exhibited more robust and organized low-level updrafts, co-located
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with an intensifying near-surface circulation. In the presence of a stronger updraft within
the low-levels, dynamical effects can be further amplified such as the stretching of
vertical vorticity, which can aid tornadogenesis, despite often similar near-storm
thermodynamic profiles for both tornadic and nontornadic storms.
Lastly, following Kuster et al. (2019), a bootstrapping method with replacement
(i = 5000) was applied to the individual radar metrics (including every available sample
scan) in order to create non-parametric distributions that could be compared. Nonparametric distributions of sample statistics including median, mean, and maximum were
created, and the median values of the 95th percentile range of the distributions were
determined. T-NT differences values of the bootstrapped distribution median values were
calculated for comparison against the observed sample statistic T-NT median difference
values.
In Table 4.1, comparison metrics computed from the storm-median values are
presented including: 1) the computed T-NT difference in the median values of the
observed sample statistic distributions, 2) the computed T-NT difference of the median
values from the 95th percentile bootstrapped sample statistic distributions, and 3) the KS
and MWU test p-values from Fig. 4.5 – 4.8 are included. For the storm-median
comparison, 6 out of 11 metrics were determined to be significantly different among
tornadic and nontornadic samples, however only 2 of these metrics (HAE and mean ZDR
arc value) exhibited an observed median difference greater in magnitude than the
bootstrapped median difference, where the observed difference for HAE was two times
that of the bootstrapping method (e.g., –28.3 km2 and –14.19 km2 respectively). The
negative values indicate that the median values of tornadic samples were smaller (in
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Table 4.1: The T – NT difference in median values of sample distributions comprised of
observed metric storm-medians, and the T – NT difference in median values of the 95th percentile
bootstrapped (i = 5000) distributions. The p-values from the KS and MWU tests for stormmedians shown in Fig. 4.5 through 4.8 are displayed too. Distributions were considered
significantly different if one or both of the statistical tests yielded a p-value < 0.05 and are
denoted by **. Observed differences greater (in magnitude) than the bootstrapping method
differences are considered noteworthy.
Median Values
Observed difference
in radar metric
median values

95th percentile
bootstrapping
median differences

–24.2 km2
–28.03 km2
–0.02
–3.06 dBZ

–10.50 km2
–14.19 km2
–0.02
–4.06 dBZ

0.12

0.02

< 0.01

< 0.01

ZDR Arc Area

5.90 km2

16.29 km2

0.76

0.33

Norm. ZDR Arc Area

0.03
–0.48 dB

0.77

0.36

Mean ZDR Arc Value**

0.04
–0.52 dB

< 0.01

< 0.01

Mean ZDR Arc Width

–0.95 km

–0.27 km

0.73

0.29

ZDR Column Area**

2

2

0.09

0.02

Radar Signature Metric
Storm Area
Hail Areal Extent**
Norm. Hail Areal Extent**
Max Storm Core ZHH**

Norm. ZDR Column Area**
ZDR Column Depth

9.47 km

15.04 km

KS test
results

MWU test
results

0.92

0.32

0.01

< 0.01

0.04

0.04

< 0.01

< 0.01

0.25 km

0.35 km

0.25

0.10

magnitude) than nontornadic samples, and stands out as one of the most prominent
metrics for differentiating tornadic and nontornadic samples among the storm-median
sample statistic. Regarding the updraft proxy metrics, the ZDR column area exhibited
promising results, with significance in the MWU test, implying a significant difference in
the observed sample medians (e.g., tornadic and nontornadic). Additionally, the observed
and bootstrapped median difference values indicate that generally the inferred tornadic
updraft area is larger than that within nontornadic storms. This is also reflected in the
normalized ZDR column area comparisons with significant results from both the KS and
MWU tests, and a T-NT median difference value of ~ 4% in the inferred percentage of
the updraft area within the storm area. A similar conclusion can be made for ZDR column
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Table 4.2: As in Table 4.1 for the observed metric storm-means with the p-values of the KS and
MWU tests for storm-means from Fig. 4.5 through 4.8 shown.
Mean Values
Observed difference
in radar metric
median values

95th percentile
bootstrapping
median differences

–24.68 km2
–23.35 km2
–0.01
–3.27 dBZ

–68.94 km2
–17.13 km2
–0.02
–3.74 dBZ

0.16

0.02

< 0.01

< 0.01

ZDR Arc Area

6.74 km2

15.69 km2

0.55

0.30

Norm. ZDR Arc Area

0.08
–0.38 dB

0.82

0.47

Mean ZDR Arc Value**

0.00
–0.50 dB

< 0.01

< 0.01

Mean ZDR Arc Width

–1.17 km

0.06 km

0.78

0.36

ZDR Column Area**

2

0.06

0.02

Radar Signature Metric
Storm Area
Hail Areal Extent**
Norm. Hail Areal Extent**
Max Storm Core ZHH**

Norm. ZDR Column Area**
ZDR Column Depth

8.10 km

16.99 km

KS test
results

MWU test
results

0.84

0.32

0.01

0.02

2

0.04

0.03

< 0.01

< 0.01

0.30 km

0.54 km

0.11

0.07

depth however the signal is not as strong, with a T-NT observed median difference value
of 0.25 km and no significant results found from the testing methods.
Of the five remaining metrics which were not deemed significantly different, two
metrics (storm area and mean ZDR arc width) also exhibited an observed median
difference value greater in magnitude than the bootstrapping method. Similar to the
previous comparison methods, the magnitude of difference is important to consider for
certain metrics (e.g., max storm core ZHH value, mean ZDR arc value, mean ZDR arc width,
and all of the normalized metrics) as they tend not to exhibit differences that are large
enough in magnitude to be useful for disseminating tornadic and nontornadic samples.
In Table 4.2, comparison metrics computed from the storm-mean sample statistics
are presented as in Table 4.1. Similarly, for the storm-mean values, the same six metrics
as in the storm-median comparison were deemed significantly different per the KS and
MWU test results. The HAE metric differences are not as large in magnitude for this
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Table 4.3: As in Table 4.1 for the observed metric storm-maxes with the p-values of the KS and
MWU tests for storm-maxes from Fig. 4.5 through 4.8 shown.
Max Values

Radar Signature Metric
Storm Area
Hail Areal Extent
Norm. Hail Areal Extent
Max Storm Core ZHH

Observed difference
in radar metric
median values

95th percentile
bootstrapping
median differences

23.60 km2
–16.07 km2

–0.02
–3.67 dBZ

KS test
results

MWU test
results

8.50 km2
–141.80 km2

0.58

0.50

0.11

0.05

–0.04
–2.42 dBZ

0.42

0.17

0.14

0.04

< 0.01

< 0.01
0.35

2

46.77 km

1.59
–0.38 dB

0.93

Mean ZDR Arc Value

0.01
–0.55 dB

0.41

0.24

Mean ZDR Arc Width**

–0.60 km

7.16 km

0.02

< 0.01

ZDR Column Area

22.10 km2

40.87 km2

0.98

0.46

0.07

0.11

0.01

< 0.01

0.36 km

1.01 km

0.03

0.01

ZDR Arc Area**
Norm. ZDR Arc Area

Norm. ZDR Column Area**
ZDR Column Depth**

6.93 km

2

comparison (e.g., –23.35 km2 vs. –17.13 km2) and this also reflects in the normalized
inferred HAE comparison, e.g., only a 1% – 2% difference in the percentage of storm
area occupied by inferred hail fallout, with nontornadic storms tending to exhibit slightly
larger metric values. For the max storm core ZHH value and mean ZDR arc value, a similar
conclusion can be drawn, despite significant results, the magnitude at which samples
differ between tornadic and nontornadic cases is not great enough to provide value in
differentiating between the two categories. The updraft proxy metrics are also
comparable to the storm-median results, with agreement between the ZDR column area
and the normalized version on larger column areas among tornadic samples, and
generally deeper columns as well, but not by a large or significant margin.
Lastly, in Table 4.3, comparison metrics computed from the storm-max sample
statistics are presented as in the prior two tables. Some differences are noted with the
results of this comparison, including different metrics exhibiting significant differences
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among tornadic and nontornadic samples than was observed in Tables 4.1 and 4.2. These
metrics included ZDR arc area, mean ZDR arc width, and ZDR column depth. It should be
noted that since this comparison was comprised of storm-max samples, the sample
statistics generated are likely not the most representative T-NT median difference values,
and are presented as observations. Among the metrics which were deemed significant, a
few patterns are evident. First, normalized ZDR arc area is skewed towards a significant
result due to a select number of sample scans > 1.0 for reasons previously discussed.
Generally, the arc area only occupies a small portion of the FFD in a supercell and
normalized values exceeding 1.0 are typically not expected. The updraft proxy
comparisons revealed strong results with the ZDR column area exhibiting a difference of
22.10 km2, and the normalized comparison having a difference of 7%, further solidifying
the trend of broader ZDR columns among tornadic samples. The ZDR column depth
comparison was also shown to be significant among both tests, and had an observed TNT difference of 0.36 km, also supporting prior notions of deeper ZDR columns among
tornadic samples.
Analysis of the tornadic and nontornadic sample comparisons across all three
methods employed reveal patterns and differences in several of the metrics. This includes
smaller inferred HAE among tornadic samples with less variability than in nontornadic
samples, larger magnitude of maximum storm core ZHH values and mean ZDR arc values
among nontornadic samples, and generally broader and deeper ZDR columns among
tornadic samples. Of the patterns discussed, a few stand out with potential for use in
differentiating between tornadic and nontornadic samples, including the significant
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results among the inferred HAE metric, and the characteristic differences noted among
ZDR columns.

4c.

Storm-Based Lag Correlation Testing
Cross-correlation values were computed on an individual storm basis for the radar

metric comparisons previously described, with positive and negative lag introduced up to
a max of nine volume scans, or approximately 45 minutes in both directions of the zero
offset. Of the 52 storm samples in this study, only 13 were included in this calculation,
e.g., 9 tornadic storms and 4 tornadic storms, however only 8 tornadic storms were used
for comparisons including the ZDR column area and normalized ZDR column area due to
poor ZDR column area data quality in one of the storms. Along with individual
correlograms for the metric comparisons in each sample, a median correlogram was
calculated, and was used as the representative trend.
In the following figures featuring correlograms, a maximum correlation value > 0
that occurs at a negative lag represents an increase in the independent variable (the
updraft proxy e.g., ZDR column area) tending to precede an increase in the dependent
variable. The opposite is true for maximum correlation values > 0 which occur at a
positive lag, e.g., an increase in the ZDR column area would tend to follow an increase in
the dependent variable. For a maximum correlation value < 0, this would indicate an
inverse relationship, e.g., an increase in the ZDR column area preceding a decrease in the
dependent variable (negatively lagged), and an increase in the ZDR column area following
a decrease in the dependent variable (positively lagged).
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i.

ZDR Column Area Metric Comparisons

The results of the storm-based correlation testing are shown for the comparisons
utilizing the ZDR column area as the updraft proxy in Fig. 4.9 and 4.10, and a summary of
the results is shown in Table 4.4. For tornadic storms, five of seven of the comparisons
exhibited a maximum median correlation value at a negative lag, indicating that
variability in the ZDR column area tended to precede variability in the corresponding
metric. The inferred HAE and normalized inferred HAE comparisons produced peak
median correlation values of R~0.46 and 0.41 at lags of –5 minutes and –45 minutes,
respectively. These results indicate an increase in the magnitude of the ZDR column area
tended to precede an increase in the low-level inferred HAE metrics, where a greater lead
time was demonstrated for the normalized inferred HAE comparison. Conversely, the
max storm core ZHH value metric comparison exhibited a negative maximum correlation
value (R~ –0.37) after 45 minutes of positive lag, indicating that an increase in the
magnitude of the ZDR column area tended to follow a decrease in the max storm core ZHH
value.
The ZDR arc-based metric comparisons yielded results similar to each other,
including the ZDR arc area, normalized arc area, and the mean ZDR arc width. These three
metric comparisons had peak median correlation values of R~0.39, 0.43, and 0.33 at –30
minutes, –35 minutes, and –25 minutes of lag, respectively. These results indicated an
increase in the magnitude of the ZDR column tended to precede increases in the magnitude
of the corresponding metric values. Lastly, the mean ZDR arc value metric comparison
exhibited a peak median correlation value (R~0.38) after 20 minutes of positive lag,
indicating an increase in the ZDR column area tended to follow an increase in the mean
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Figure 4.9: Correlograms for the ZDR column area metric comparisons of eight individual
tornadic storms which exhibited enough paired metric data points to institute up to 45 minutes of
lag in the positive and negative directions. The blue line is the median of all samples, and the red
vertical line is the time at which the maximum correlation value (in magnitude) is achieved.
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Figure 4.10: As in Fig. 4.9 for four individual nontornadic storms.
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Table 4.4: A summary of Fig. 4.9 and 4.10 including the maximum cross-correlation values (in
magnitude) from the median correlogram for the ZDR column area metric comparisons among the
individually tested sample cases, with the corresponding lag at which it occurred.
ZDR Column Area
Tornadic

Nontornadic
Max RValue

Corresponding
Lag (min)

Inferred HAE

0.46

Norm. Inferred HAE

0.41
–0.37

–5
–45
45

Metric Comparison

Max Storm Core ZHH
ZDR Arc Area

0.39

Norm. ZDR Arc Area

0.43

Mean ZDR Arc Value

0.38

Mean ZDR Arc Width

0.33

–30
–35
20
–25

Max RValue

Corresponding
Lag (min)

Inferred HAE

0.46

Norm. Inferred HAE

0.53

–5
–5

Max Storm Core ZHH

0.34

25

ZDR Arc Area

–0.41
–0.41
–0.52
–0.53

–40
–40
–25

Metric Comparison

Norm. ZDR Arc Area
Mean ZDR Arc Value
Mean ZDR Arc Width

45

ZDR arc value.
For nontornadic storms, a similar pattern was observed among the inferred HAE
metric comparisons. Both the inferred HAE and normalized inferred HAE comparisons
yielded peak median correlation values (R~0.46 and 0.53) at 5 minutes of negative lag.
This was indicative of increases in the ZDR column area preceding increases in the lowlevel inferred hail fallout metrics, however only by a small margin, e.g., about one
volumetric scan or five minutes. Regarding maximum storm core ZHH value, a peak
median correlation value of R~0.34) was observed at 25 minutes of positive lag,
indicating that an increase in the magnitude of the ZDR column area tended to follow an
increase in the max ZHH value.
Among the ZDR arc-based metrics, three of the four metric comparisons yielded a
negative peak median correlation value and were negatively lagged. The normalized ZDR
arc area (R~ –0.41), mean ZDR arc value (R~ –0.52), and mean ZDR arc width (R~ –0.53)
metric comparisons were all shown to decrease in magnitude following an increase in the
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ZDR column area by 40 minutes, 40 minutes, and 25 minutes, respectively. Conversely,
the ZDR arc area metric comparison (R~ –0.41), was maximized at 45 minutes of positive
lag, indicating that an increase in the ZDR column area tended to follow a decrease in the
magnitude of the ZDR arc area by 45 minutes.

ii.

Normalized ZDR Column Area Metric Comparisons

The same methods were applied using the normalized ZDR column area as the
updraft proxy and the results of the corresponding storm-based correlation testing are
shown in Fig. 4.11 and 4.12, and a summary of the results is shown in Table 4.5. Among
tornadic storms (Fig. 4.11), six of seven metric comparisons exhibited a peak median
correlation value at a negative lag, indicating the variability of the normalized ZDR
column area tended to precede variability among most of the metrics. The inferred HAE,
normalized inferred HAE, and max ZHH value metric comparisons displayed similar
correlograms with nearly equivalent peak median correlation values of R~0.44, 0.46, and
0.41 respectively, all of which occurred at 45 minutes of negative lag. Based on the
strong similarities observed among the low-level inferred hail fallout metrics, increases in
the normalized ZDR column area tended to precede increases among the corresponding
metrics by 45 minutes.
The ZDR arc area and normalized ZDR arc area metric comparisons also revealed
similar median value correlograms with positive peak median correlation values (R~0.43
and 0.52) at 35 minutes of negative lag, indicating that an increase in the normalized ZDR
column area tended to precede an increase in the ZDR arc area and normalized ZDR arc
area. The mean ZDR arc width metric comparison yielded the only negative peak median
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Figure 4.11: Correlograms for the normalized ZDR column area metric comparisons of eight individual
tornadic storms which exhibited enough paired metric data points to institute up to 45 minutes of lag
in the positive and negative directions. The blue line is the median of all samples, and the red vertical
line is the time at which the maximum correlation value (in magnitude) is achieved.
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Figure 4.12: As in Fig. 4.11 for four individual nontornadic storms.
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Table 4.5: A summary of Fig. 4.11 and 4.12 including the maximum cross-correlation values (in
magnitude) from the median correlogram for the normalized ZDR column area metric comparisons
among the individually tested sample cases, with the corresponding lag at which it occurred.
Norm. ZDR Column Area
Tornadic

Nontornadic
Max RValue

Corresponding
Lag (min)

Inferred HAE

0.46

Norm. Inferred HAE

0.44

Max Storm Core ZHH

0.41

Metric Comparison

ZDR Arc Area

0.43

Norm. ZDR Arc Area

0.52

–45
–45
–45
–35
–35

Mean ZDR Arc Value

0.37
–0.28

45
–20

Mean ZDR Arc Width

Max RValue

Corresponding
Lag (min)

Inferred HAE

–0.37

Norm. Inferred HAE

0.49
–0.42

35
–5

Metric Comparison

Max Storm Core ZHH
ZDR Arc Area
Norm. ZDR Arc Area
Mean ZDR Arc Value
Mean ZDR Arc Width

–0.35
–0.38
0.40
–0.51

40
45

–40
–25
–10

correlation value among this subset of comparisons, suggesting that an increase in the
ZDR column area tended to precede a decrease in the mean ZDR arc width by 20 minutes.
Lastly, the mean ZDR arc value metric comparison yielded the only positively lagged
result among the seven comparisons, with a peak median correlation value of R~0.37 at
45 minutes of positive lag, indicating an increase in the normalized ZDR column area
followed an increase in the mean ZDR arc value by 45 minutes.
Among the low-level hail fallout metric comparisons for nontornadic storms (Fig.
4.12) similar median value correlograms were noted for the inferred HAE and normalized
inferred HAE, however due to differences in the amplitudes of the correlograms,
contrasting results were observed between the two metric comparisons. For the inferred
HAE metric comparison, a peak median correlation value of R~ –0.37 was observed at 35
minutes of positive lag, while the normalized inferred HAE comparison was maximized
at 5 minutes of negative lag with a peak median correlation value of R~0.49. This implies
two physical conclusions, e.g., a decrease in the inferred HAE would tend to be followed
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by an increase in the normalized ZDR column area by 35 minutes, whereas an increase in
the normalized ZDR column area tended to precede an increase in the normalized inferred
HAE by 5 minutes. Regarding the max ZHH value metric comparison, a decrease in the
max ZHH value tended to follow an increase in the normalized column area by 40 minutes
(R~ –0.42), and is opposite from the corresponding nontornadic comparison using the
raw ZDR column area.
Similar to the low-level inferred hail fallout metrics, the arc area metrics also
exhibited similar correlograms, and due to varying amplitudes, differing results were
found again between the ZDR arc area and normalized arc area metric comparisons. Both
of the comparisons were maximized at a negative median correlation value, indicating an
inverse relationship between the variables. An increase in the normalized ZDR column
area tended to follow a decrease in the ZDR arc area by 45 minutes (R~ –0.35), and also
precede a decrease in the normalized ZDR arc area by 45 minutes (R~ –0.38). For the
remaining metric comparisons, an increase in the normalized ZDR column area tended to
precede an increase in the mean ZDR arc value by 25 minutes (R~0.40), and tended to
follow a decrease in the mean ZDR arc width by 10 minutes (R~ –0.51).

iii.

ZDR Column Depth Comparisons

Lastly, the results of storm-based lag correlation testing utilizing the ZDR column
depth as the updraft proxy are shown in Fig. 4.13 and 4.14, and a summary of the results
is shown in Table 4.6. Among tornadic storms, the metric comparisons of inferred lowlevel hail fallout exhibited similar results, where an increase in ZDR column depth did not
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Figure 4.13: Correlograms for the ZDR column depth metric comparisons of nine individual
tornadic storms which exhibited enough paired metric data points to institute up to 45 minutes of
lag in the positive and negative directions. The blue line is the median of all samples, and the red
vertical line is the time at which the maximum correlation value (in magnitude) is achieved.
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Figure 4.14: As in Fig. 4.13 for five individual nontornadic storms.
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Table 4.6: A summary of Fig. 4.13 and 4.14 including the maximum cross-correlation values (in
magnitude) from the median correlogram for the ZDR column depth metric comparisons among
the individually tested sample cases, with the corresponding lag at which it occurred.
ZDR Column Depth
Tornadic

Nontornadic
Max RValue

Corresponding
Lag (min)

Inferred HAE

0.41

Norm. Inferred HAE

0.37
–0.48

0
–15

Norm. Inferred HAE

40

Metric Comparison

Max Storm Core ZHH

Metric Comparison

Max RValue

Corresponding
Lag (min)
35

Max Storm Core ZHH

–0.47
–0.64
–0.37

Inferred HAE

40
–15

ZDR Arc Area

0.28

–5

ZDR Arc Area

0.38

10

Norm. ZDR Arc Area

0.34

0

Norm. ZDR Arc Area

0.43

–10

Mean ZDR Arc Value

0.41

0

Mean ZDR Arc Value

Mean ZDR Arc Width

0.23

45

Mean ZDR Arc Width

0.33
–0.53

40
–45

tend to lead or lag an increase in inferred HAE with a peak median correlation value at
the zero offset (R~0.41). Comparatively, an increase in the ZDR column depth preceded
an increase in the normalized inferred HAE by 15 minutes (R~0.37). For the max ZHH
metric comparison, a negative peak median correlation value (R~ –0.48) was observed at
40 minutes of positive lag, indicating that an increase in the magnitude of ZDR column
depth lagged a decrease in the max ZHH value.
The ZDR arc-based metric comparisons revealed similar results in their respective
correlograms against the ZDR column depth. All four metric comparisons revealed a
positive peak median correlation value, where the ZDR arc area metric comparison was
maximized at 5 minutes of negative lag (R~0.28), indicating an increase in ZDR column
depth tended to precede an increase in the ZDR arc area. For the normalized ZDR arc area
and mean ZDR arc value metric comparisons, positive peak median correlation values of
R~0.34 and 0.41, respectively, were observed at the zero offset, indicating that changes in
the magnitude of ZDR column depth did not tend to lead or lag variability in the
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magnitudes of normalized ZDR arc area and mean ZDR arc value. Lastly, the mean ZDR arc
width metric comparison produced a positive peak median correlation value (R~0.23)
after 45 minutes of positive lag, indicating that an increase in the ZDR column depth
tended to follow an increase in the mean ZDR arc width by 45 minutes.
Among the nontornadic storm metric comparisons utilizing the ZDR column depth,
four comparisons yielded a peak median correlation value less than zero, including all
three low-level inferred hail fallout metric comparisons, indicating an inverse
relationship. Both the inferred HAE (R~ –0.47) and normalized inferred HAE (R~ –0.64)
metric comparisons were found to be maximized at positive lags of 35 and 40 minutes
respectively, representing an increase in the ZDR column depth tending to follow a
decrease in these two inferred hail fallout metrics by 35 to 40 minutes. The max ZHH
metric comparison exhibited a peak median correlation value (R~ –0.37) at 15 minutes of
negative lag, indicating that an increase in ZDR column depth tended to precede a decrease
in the max storm core ZHH value.
For the comparisons involving the ZDR arc-based metrics in nontornadic storms,
results which differed greatly were observed among the four comparisons. The ZDR arc
area and normalized ZDR arc area metric comparisons yielded positive peak median
correlation values at lags of 10 minutes, and –10 minutes, respectively. This suggests an
increase in the ZDR column depth tended to follow an increase in the ZDR arc area by 10
minutes, and precede an increase in the normalized ZDR arc area metric by 10 minutes.
The mean ZDR arc value metric comparison yielded a positive peak median correlation
value (R~0.33) after 40 minutes of positive lag, indicating an increase in the ZDR column
depth tended to follow an increase in the mean ZDR arc value. Lastly, the mean ZDR arc
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width comparison yielded a negative peak median correlation value (R~ –0.53) at 45
minutes of negative lag, indicating that an increase in the ZDR column depth tended to
precede a decrease in the mean ZDR arc width by 45 minutes.

The results from the individual storm correlation testing are presented as
observations for comparison against the bootstrapping method. Due to the small sample
size within this applied method, e.g., between four to nine storms, inferences and
conclusions from the results should not be used for determining potential skill in an
operational setting. Despite this caveat, patterns may still be identifiable for exploration
in future work where sample sizes are more significantly sized.
Among the tornadic samples, some consistency was noted in the ZDR column area
metric comparisons against ZDR arc area, normalized ZDR arc area, and mean ZDR arc
width where increases in the ZDR column area tended to precede increases in the
magnitude of these corresponding metrics by 25 – 35 minutes. A greater variability in
correlogram trends was observed in the inferred hail fallout metrics among tornadic
storms, however two of three metrics (inferred HAE and normalized inferred HAE) did
exhibit positive peak median correlation values at negative lags, indicating an increase in
the ZDR column area tended to precede an increase in the hail fallout metrics.
Within nontornadic samples, there was not a strong signal indicative of variability
in the ZDR column area serving as a precursor to variability in the low-level inferred hail
fallout metrics. However, the ZDR arc-based metric comparisons did tend to exhibit a
consistent pattern amongst each other, where an inverse relationship was observed, e.g.,
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an increase in the magnitude of the ZDR column area tended to precede a decrease in each
of the ZDR arc-based metrics by 25 to 40 minutes.
For comparisons utilizing the normalized ZDR column area, considerable
consistency was found among all three inferred hail fallout metric comparisons within
tornadic samples. All three comparisons demonstrated positive peak median correlation
values at 45 minutes of negative lag, indicating increases in the magnitude of the
normalized ZDR column area tended to serve as a strong precursor for inferred hail fallout
later on. Similar consistency was observed in the ZDR arc area and normalized arc area
comparisons where increases in the normalized column area lead increases in the arc area
metrics by 35 minutes.
Lastly, among the metric comparisons which utilized the ZDR column depth,
greater variability was observed among tornadic and nontornadic samples, with no
consistent patterns in either the inferred hail fallout or ZDR arc-based metric comparisons.

4d.

Total Sample Lag-Correlation Testing and Bootstrapping

Correlation values based on total samples of tornadic and nontornadic scans were
calculated to identify trends of polarimetric signature comparisons among both storm
classifications. Due to the criteria for running a lagged correlation test (e.g., after the
application of lag, at least six paired scans must remain within an individual storm
sample), the total number of paired metric data decreased as the amount of lag increased,
previously discussed and shown in Table 4.7. This caveat likely influenced the
correlation values at larger lags among the metric comparisons, which warranted the
usage of a bootstrapping method. Bootstrapping with replacement (previously discussed
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Table 4.7: The total number of paired metric data points included in the total sample calculations
for cross-correlations after a lag was applied for the ZDR column area and norm. ZDR column area
(top) and ZDR column depth metric comparisons. Tornadic paired metrics are listed first and the
nontornadic total is in parentheses. Note that for negative lag, the sample sizes were equivalent to
their corresponding negative lag value.

ZDR Column Area & Norm. ZDR Column Area
Lag (min)
0
5
10
15
20

T (NT)
317 (217)
287 (177)
263 (150)
224 (130)
193 (101)

Lag (min)
25
30
35
40
45

T (NT)
164 (85)
137 (50)
102 (40)
86 (36)
66 (32)

ZDR Column Depth
Lag (min)
0
5
10
15
20

T (NT)
351 (256)
319 (223)
293 (192)
262 (163)
222 (136)

Lag (min)
25
30
35
40
45

T (NT)
185 (111)
156 (73)
114 (55)
97 (44)
81 (39)

in Section 3b) was applied to the total samples of tornadic and nontornadic paired metric
values in order to create non-parametric distributions of correlation values, from which
median values could be obtained, and utilized in comparisons against the observed
values.

i.

ZDR Column Area Metric Comparisons

The results of the observed data correlograms for total samples of tornadic and
nontornadic scans among comparisons using the ZDR column area metric for the updraft
proxy are shown in Fig. 4.15 and 4.16. The resulting correlograms featuring the
bootstrapped median values and 90th percentile are shown in Fig. 4.17 and 4.18. Apparent
differences do not exist in the correlograms between the observed dataset and the
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bootstrapped results, which was to be expected from utilizing the bootstrapped median
value, thus the summary of the observed data correlograms in Table 4.8 may be applied
to the bootstrapped median values as well. This inference will also be applicable for the
remaining comparisons utilizing the normalized ZDR column area and ZDR column depth
as the updraft proxy.
Within the sample of tornadic scans (Fig. 4.15 and 4.17), the comparison between
the ZDR column area and the inferred HAE exhibited some skill in anticipating an
increase in inferred HAE. An increase in the magnitude of the ZDR column area were
shown to precede an increase in the inferred HAE by 40 min (R~0.46, p < 0.05). The
remaining two inferred low-level hail fallout metrics were not consistent with this
finding, where the normalized inferred HAE metric comparison demonstrated an inverse
relationship with an increase in the ZDR column area following a decrease in the
normalized inferred HAE by 45 minutes (R~ –0.54, p < 0.05). No meaningful results
were observed from the max ZHH value metric comparison when compared against the
ZDR column area.
Among the four remaining comparisons against ZDR arc-based metrics, ZDR arc
area and mean ZDR arc value were shown to be negatively lagged relative to variability of
the ZDR column area, while normalized ZDR arc area and mean ZDR arc width were found
to be positively lagged, all with statistical significance (p < 0.05) at their peak correlation
values (in magnitude). Regarding the negatively lagged metrics, this can be interpreted as
an increase in the ZDR column area preceding an increase in the magnitude of the ZDR arc
area by 35 minutes (R~0.46) and the mean ZDR arc value by 35 minutes (R~0.43). The
remaining two metric comparisons revealed one inverse and one direct relationship with
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Figure 4.15: Correlograms for the ZDR column area metric comparisons of all available sample
scans from tornadic storms. Correlation values determined to be statistically significant (p < 0.05)
are denoted by a black dot and the red vertical line is the time at which the maximum correlation
value (in magnitude) is achieved.
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Figure 4.16: As in Fig. 4.15 for all available sample scans from nontornadic storms.
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Figure 4.17: Correlograms of the bootstrapped median values (black line) and “true” 90th
percentile (faint red line) for the tornadic sample of metric comparisons utilizing the ZDR column
area metric. The lag at which the bootstrapped median correlation value is greatest (in magnitude)
is denoted by a vertical red line.
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Figure 4.18: As in Fig. 4.17 for the nontornadic sample bootstrapping results utilizing the ZDR
column area metric.
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Table 4.8: A summary of Fig. 4.15 and 4.16 displaying the maximum cross-correlation values (in
magnitude) for the ZDR column area metric comparisons from all available sample cases, with the
corresponding lag at which it occurred. Maximum correlation values determined to be statistically
significant (p-value < 0.05) are denoted by *.
ZDR Column Area
Tornadic

Nontornadic
Max RValue

Corresponding
Lag (min)

–40

Inferred HAE

Norm. Inferred HAE

0.46*
–0.54*

45

Max Storm Core ZHH

–0.22

Metric Comparison
Inferred HAE

Max RValue

Corresponding
Lag (min)
0

Norm. Inferred HAE

–0.31
–0.50*

45
–35

Max Storm Core ZHH

0.16

30
–30

ZDR Arc Area

0.85*

35

Norm. ZDR Arc Area

0.86*

35

Mean ZDR Arc Value

0.65*

35

Mean ZDR Arc Width

0.65*

30

ZDR Arc Area

0.46*

Norm. ZDR Arc Area

–0.44*

Mean ZDR Arc Value

0.43*

45
–45

Mean ZDR Arc Width

0.65*

35

Metric Comparison

maximum correlation values at a positive lag. The normalized ZDR arc area metric
comparison was maximized at a lag of 45 minutes (R~ –0.44), indicative of an increase in
the ZDR column area following a decrease in the normalized ZDR arc area, nearly the
opposite of the results of raw ZDR arc area metric comparison. The metric comparison
between the ZDR column area and mean ZDR arc width exhibited a positive peak
correlation value after a positive lag of 35 minutes (R~0.65), indicating that an increase
in the magnitude of the ZDR column area tended to follow an increase in the mean ZDR arc
width.
Among the nontornadic sample scans (Fig. 4.16 and 4.18), all three inferred lowlevel hail fallout metrics did not exhibit a consistent pattern amongst each other. The
inferred HAE metric comparison exhibited a peak correlation value at a negative lag of
45 minutes (R~ –0.31, p > 0.05), indicating an increase in the magnitude of the ZDR
column area tended to precede a decrease in the inferred HAE by 45 minutes.
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Conversely, the normalized inferred HAE was maximized at 30 minutes of positive lag
(R~ –0.50, p < 0.05), indicating that an increase in ZDR column area tended to follow a
decrease in normalized inferred HAE. Lastly, the max storm core ZHH metric comparison
exhibited a peak correlation value at 30 minutes of negative lag (R~0.16, p > 0.05),
indicating an increase in the ZDR column area tended to precede an increase in the max
storm core ZHH value by 30 minutes.
Regarding the ZDR arc-based metrics, consistency was observed among each of
the metric comparisons where peak correlation values were observed between 30 to 35
minutes of positive lag. The ZDR arc area (R~0.85, p < 0.05), normalized ZDR arc area
(R~0.86, p < 0.05), and mean ZDR arc value (R~0.65, p < 0.05) metric comparisons were
all maximized at positive lag values of 35 minutes. This indicated an increase in the ZDR
column area tended to follow an increase in the magnitude of these three metrics by 35
minutes. The mean ZDR arc width metric comparison was maximized at a positive lag of
30 minutes (R~ –0.65, p < 0.05), suggesting that an increase the magnitude of the ZDR
column area also tended to follow an increase in the magnitude of the mean ZDR arc width
by 30 minutes.

ii.

Normalized ZDR Column Area Metric Comparisons

The results of the observed data correlograms for total samples of tornadic and
nontornadic scans among comparisons using the normalized ZDR column area metric for
the updraft proxy are shown in Fig. 4.19 and 4.20. The resulting correlograms featuring
the bootstrapped median values and 90th percentile are shown in Fig. 4.21 and 4.22.
Additionally, a summary of the correlograms featured above are presented in Table 4.9.
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Fig 4.19: Correlograms for the normalized ZDR column area metric comparisons of all available
sample scans from tornadic storms. Correlation values determined to be statistically significant
(p < 0.05) are denoted by a black dot and the red vertical line is the time at which the maximum
correlation value (in magnitude) is achieved.
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Figure 4.20: As in Fig. 4.19 for all available sample scans from nontornadic storms.
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Figure 4.21: Correlograms of the bootstrapped median values (black line) and “true” 90th
percentile (faint red line) for the tornadic sample of metric comparisons utilizing the normalized
ZDR column area metric. The lag at which the bootstrapped median correlation value is greatest (in
magnitude) is denoted by a vertical red line.
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Figure 4.22: As in Fig. 4.21 for the nontornadic sample bootstrapping results utilizing the
normalized ZDR column area metric.
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Table 4.9: A summary of Fig. 4.19 and 4.20 displaying the maximum cross-correlation values (in
magnitude) for the normalized ZDR column area metric comparisons from all available sample
cases, with the corresponding lag at which it occurred. Maximum correlation values determined
to be statistically significant (p-value < 0.05) are denoted by *.
Norm ZDR Column Area
Tornadic

Nontornadic
Max RValue

Corresponding
Lag (min)
20

Inferred HAE

Norm. Inferred HAE

–0.27*
–0.26*

Norm. Inferred HAE

Max Storm Core ZHH

0.26*

45
–30

ZDR Arc Area

0.36*

–35

Norm. ZDR Arc Area

5

Norm. ZDR Arc Area

Mean ZDR Arc Value

0.32*
–0.15

Mean ZDR Arc Width

–0.30*

45
–45

Metric Comparison
Inferred HAE

Max RValue

Corresponding
Lag (min)

–0.62*
–0.55*
–0.62*
–0.20*

30
–45

Mean ZDR Arc Value

0.35*
–0.30*

–25
–15

Mean ZDR Arc Width

–0.41*

45

Metric Comparison

Max Storm Core ZHH
ZDR Arc Area

35
–5

Within the sample of tornadic scans (Fig. 4.19 and 4.21), the low-level inferred
hail fallout metric comparisons exhibited similar correlograms, with varying results. The
inferred HAE metric comparison exhibited a peak negative correlation value at a positive
lag of 20 minutes (R~ –0.27, p < 0.05), indicating an increase in the normalized ZDR
column area tended to follow a decrease in the magnitude of the inferred HAE. Similarly,
the normalized inferred HAE metric comparison was maximized at a positive lag of 45
minutes (R~ –0.26, p < 0.05), and similar to the inferred HAE metric comparison, an
increase in the normalized ZDR column area tended to follow a decrease in the normalized
inferred HAE by 45 minutes. Lastly, the max storm core ZHH value metric comparison
revealed results opposite to the inferred HAE metric comparisons. The correlogram
exhibited a peak correlation value at 30 minutes of negative lag (R~0.26, p < 0.05),
suggesting an increase in the normalized ZDR column area tended to precede an increase
in the max storm core ZHH value by 30 minutes.
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Regarding the ZDR arc-based metric comparisons, varying results were noted
among the four metric comparisons. The ZDR arc area and mean ZDR arc width metric
comparisons were found to be maximized at negative lags of 35 minutes and 45 minutes,
respectively, where increases in the normalized ZDR column area tended to precede an
increase in the ZDR arc area (R~0.36, p < 0.05), and follow a decrease in the magnitude of
the mean ZDR arc width (R~ –0.26, p < 0.05). The normalized ZDR arc area and mean ZDR
arc value metric comparisons were found to be maximized at positive lags, where an
increase in the normalized ZDR column area tended to follow an increase in the
normalized ZDR arc area (R~0.32, p < 0.05) after 5 minutes of lag, and also followed a
decrease in the mean ZDR arc value (R~ –0.15, p > 0.05) after 45 minutes of lag.
The results of the nontornadic sample scan metric comparisons are shown in Fig.
4.20 and 4.22. Across the low-level inferred hail fallout metrics, two of three metric
comparisons (inferred HAE and max ZHH) exhibited a peak correlation value at a positive
lag value, indicating that increases in the magnitude of the normalized ZDR column area
tend to follow decreases in the inferred HAE (R~ –0.62, p < 0.05) and max storm core
ZHH (R~ –0.62, p < 0.05). Conversely, the normalized inferred HAE comparison
exhibited a peak correlation value at a negative lag of 45 minutes (R~ –0.55, p < 0.05),
indicating an increase in the magnitude of the normalized ZDR column area tended to
precede a decrease in the normalized inferred HAE by 45 minutes.
Among the four ZDR arc-based metrics, three of four metrics exhibited a peak
correlation value at a negative lag, including the ZDR arc area, normalized ZDR arc area,
and mean ZDR arc value metrics. Both ZDR arc area (R~ –0.20, p < 0.05) and mean ZDR arc
value (R~ –0.30, p < 0.05) metric comparisons indicated that increases in the normalized
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ZDR column area metric tended to precede decreases in these metrics by 5 minutes and 15
minutes, respectively. Conversely to the ZDR arc area metric comparison, the magnitude
of the normalized ZDR arc area tended to increase following an increase in the normalized
ZDR column area (R~0.35, p < 0.05) by 25 minutes. Lastly, the metric comparison against
the mean ZDR arc width exhibited a peak correlation value at a positive lag of 45 minutes
(R~ –0.41, p < 0.05), indicating that an increase in the normalized ZDR column area
tended to follow a decrease in the mean ZDR arc width.

iii.

ZDR Column Depth Metric Comparisons

The results of the observed data correlograms for total samples of tornadic and
nontornadic scans among comparisons which used the ZDR column depth metric as an
updraft proxy are shown in Fig. 4.23 and 4.24. The resulting correlograms featuring the
bootstrapped median values and 90th percentile are shown in Fig. 4.25 and 4.26.
Additionally, a summary of the correlograms featured for this set of comparisons is
presented in Table 4.10.
Within the sample of tornadic storms (Fig. 4.23 and 4.25), the three low-level
inferred hail fallout metric comparisons did not exhibit consistency. The inferred HAE
metric comparison produced a positive peak correlation value (R~0.27, p < 0.05) at a
negative lag of 45 minutes. The normalized inferred HAE metric comparison produced
an opposite result, exhibiting a negative peak correlation value (R~ –0.37, p < 0.05) at a
positive lag of 45 minutes. It is worth noting the correlograms between these two
comparisons were very similar, with varying magnitudes contributing to different peak
correlation values. Based on the results, it was shown that an increase in ZDR column
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Figure 4.23: Correlograms for the ZDR column depth metric comparisons of all available sample
scans from tornadic storms. Correlation values determined to be statistically significant (p < 0.05)
are denoted by a black dot and the red vertical line is the time at which the maximum correlation
value (in magnitude) is achieved.
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Figure 4.24: As in Fig. 4.23 for all available sample scans from nontornadic storms
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Figure 4.25: Correlograms of the bootstrapped median values (black line) and “true” 90th
percentile (faint red line) for the tornadic sample of metric comparisons utilizing the ZDR column
depth metric. The lag at which the bootstrapped median correlation value is greatest (in
magnitude) is denoted by a vertical red line.
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Figure 4.26: As in Fig. 4.25 for the nontornadic sample bootstrapping results utilizing the ZDR
column depth metric.
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Table 4.10: A summary of Fig. 4.23 and 4.24 displaying the maximum cross-correlation values
(in magnitude) for the ZDR column depth metric comparisons from all available sample cases,
with the corresponding lag at which it occurred. Maximum correlation values determined to be
statistically significant (p-value < 0.05) are denoted by *.
ZDR Column Depth
Tornadic

Nontornadic
Max RValue

Corresponding
Lag (min)

–45

Inferred HAE

Norm. Inferred HAE

0.27*
–0.37*

Max Storm Core ZHH

0.19

45
–25

Metric Comparison
Inferred HAE

Max RValue

Corresponding
Lag (min)
35

Norm. Inferred HAE

–0.43*
–0.55*

Max Storm Core ZHH

0.27*

Metric Comparison

35

ZDR Arc Area

0.21*

–25

ZDR Arc Area

0.54*

30
–40

Norm. ZDR Arc Area

–0.32*

Norm. ZDR Arc Area

0.33*

–40

Mean ZDR Arc Value

0.57*

45
–45

Mean ZDR Arc Value

0.25*

Mean ZDR Arc Width

0.51*

45

Mean ZDR Arc Width

0.53*

30
–40

depth tended to precede an increase in the inferred HAE by 45 minutes, whereas
increases in ZDR column depth tended to follow a decrease in the normalized inferred
HAE by 45 minutes. Regarding the max ZHH value metric comparison, a peak correlation
value (R~0.19, p > 0.05) was observed at a negative lag of 25 minutes. Despite not
exhibiting statistical significance, this indicated that an increase in the ZDR column depth
tended to precede an increase in the max ZHH value by 25 minutes.
The ZDR arc-based metric comparisons produced varying results as well. The ZDR
arc area comparison exhibited a peak positive correlation value at a negative lag of 25
minutes (R~0.21, p < 0.05). The mean ZDR arc value metric comparison exhibited a peak
correlation value (R~0.57, p < 0.05) at a negative lag of 45 minutes. This indicated
increases in the ZDR column depth tended to precede increases in the ZDR arc area and
mean arc value by 25 minutes and 45 minutes, respectively. Comparatively, the
normalized ZDR arc area (R~ –0.32, p < 0.05) and mean ZDR arc width (R~0.51, p < 0.05)
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metric comparisons were both maximized at a positive lag of 45 minutes. This would
indicate that an increase in ZDR column depth tended to follow a decrease in the
normalized ZDR arc area, and an increase in the mean ZDR arc width by 45 minutes.
Within the sample of nontornadic scans (Fig. 4.24 and 4.26), strong consistency
was observed among the low-level inferred hail fallout metrics. Both the inferred HAE
(R~ –0.43, p < 0.05) and normalized inferred HAE (R~ –0.55, p < 0.05) exhibited similar
correlograms, with peak correlation values at a positive lag of 35 minutes. The max ZHH
metric comparison exhibited a positive peak correlation value (R~0.27, p < 0.05) at a
positive lag of 30 minutes. Across the three metric comparisons, it was shown that an
increase in ZDR column depth generally followed a decrease in both the inferred HAE and
normalized inferred HAE by 35 minutes, and preceded an increase in the max storm core
ZHH value by 30 minutes.
The ZDR arc-based metric comparisons exhibited consistency amongst each other,
where the ZDR arc area (R~0.54, p < 0.05), normalized ZDR arc area (R~0.33, p < 0.05),
and mean ZDR arc width (R~0.53, p < 0.05) metric comparisons were shown to be
maximized at a negative lag of 40 minutes. This indicated increases in the ZDR column
depth tended to precede an increase in the magnitude of all three of the metrics by 40
minutes. Lastly, the mean ZDR arc value metric comparison exhibited a peak correlation
value at a positive lag of 30 minutes (R~0.25, p < 0.05), indicating a decrease in the mean
ZDR arc value tended to precede an increase in the ZDR column depth by 30 minutes.

4e.

Metric Comparison Discussions
Correlation values were calculated for the metric comparisons listed throughout
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Section 4d among both tornadic and nontornadic samples, with a bootstrapping method
applied to the data to create a more statistically meaningful sample size from which
conclusions about each of the comparisons could be inferred. A subsection for each
polarimetric signature comparison previously outlined and a discussion on the
associations of the metric comparisons to storm-scale processes will follow.

i.

Polarimetrically Inferred Hail Areal Extent and Maximum Storm Core
Reflectivity

This section will encompass the results of the inferred HAE, normalized inferred
HAE, and maximum storm core reflectivity metric comparisons. Discussions will include
a brief recap of the correlograms for each metric comparison along with further analysis
into potential associations and similarities to known conceptual models and observations.
The discussions have also been grouped into tornadic and nontornadic sections, as each
sample tended to exhibit unique patterns and results.

a.

Tornadic Sample Discussion

Among the inferred HAE metric comparisons, two of three updraft proxy
comparisons (ZDR column area and column depth) yielded significant positive peak
correlation values at negative lags of 45 and 40 minutes, respectively, where the ZDR
column area metric comparison yielded the largest magnitude correlation value (R~0.46).
The normalized ZDR column area metric comparison was found to be opposite to the other
two updraft proxies, with a negative peak correlation value at a positive lag of 20
minutes. The majority pattern for the inferred HAE metric comparison suggests
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substantial lead time of 40 to 45 minutes between an increase in the magnitude of either
the ZDR column area or ZDR column depth, and the latter increase in magnitude of the
inferred HAE metric, where an increase in the magnitude of the inferred HAE metric is
interpreted as increasing hail fallout.
For the normalized inferred HAE metric comparison among tornadic sample
scans, a consistent pattern was observed across all three polarimetric updraft proxy metric
comparisons. An inverse relationship was determined with significant peak negative
correlation values at a positive lag of 45 minutes, where the ZDR column area comparison
produced the greatest magnitude correlation value (R~ –0.54). This is indicative of a
decrease in the normalized inferred HAE tending to follow an increase in magnitude of
the ZDR column metrics by 45 minutes, and is in contrast to the tornadic sample of the
inferred HAE metric comparisons. However, all three updraft proxy comparisons
produced a similar result, and may be indicative of a leniency towards an association
between the polarimetrically inferred updraft proxy metrics and the normalized inferred
HAE metric. This is possibly owing to the inclusion of storm area in the normalized
inferred HAE metric, which is intended to create a more uniform comparison between
samples.
Lastly, for the max storm core reflectivity metric comparisons, two of three
updraft proxy comparisons yielded a positive peak median correlation value at negative
lags of 25 to 30 minutes, e.g., the normalized ZDR column area (p < 0.05) and ZDR column
depth (p > 0.05) comparisons. Conversely, the ZDR column area metric comparison
yielded a negative peak median correlation value at a positive lag value. The results
presented for this metric comparison are also consistent with the results from the inferred
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HAE metric comparisons, where an increase in the magnitude of a ZDR column-based
metric (e.g., the normalized ZDR column area or column depth for the max storm core
reflectivity comparison) tended to precede an increase in the magnitude of the base-scan
maximum storm core reflectivity value.
The results presented are supportive of tornadic supercell cyclic processes,
particularly for the relationships demonstrated between the inferred HAE and max storm
core reflectivity. Observations within this study remain consistent with prior studies (e.g.,
Picca et al. 2010; Kumjian et al. 2014; Kuster et al. 2019, 2020), where both the work of
Kuster and the results presented can be assimilated into current conceptual models. It is
noted that the results of the normalized inferred HAE metric comparisons were opposite
of the other two hail fallout metrics, and likely needs further investigation regarding its
utility. From Kuster et al. (2019) and (2020), ZDR columns were shown to increase in
areal extent and/or depth around five to nine minutes prior to the development and/or
increase in the size of a –20˚C reflectivity core. This is consistent with the updraftrelative timeline, where following the initial increase in magnitude of a ZDR column
metric, the base-scan max reflectivity value tended to increase 25 to 30 minutes later, and
inferred HAE tended to increase 40 to 45 minutes later. This pattern is suggested to be
representative of cyclic tornadic mesocyclones and the associated periodic increases in
the inferred hail area.
It is not lost on the author that max storm core reflectivity is not a true
polarimetric variable since reflectivity (ZHH or ZVV) only requires a single polarization of
transmitted energy. However, the consistency that has been observed within the tornadic
sample among inferred hail fallout metrics is a promising signal, and suggests that
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variability of inferred HAE and max storm core reflectivity value could be used in
conjunction with radar interrogation of ZDR columns, particularly since lower number
concentrations of larger hail falling under or along the periphery of an updraft may be
associated with only modest ZHH values (Snyder et al. 2015).
It is also noted that an important differentiating factor among prior work and the
results within this study remains the temporal and spatial resolution of data. Rapid-update
radar data and numerical simulations were shown to provide a stronger signal in this
presumed association between polarimetrically inferred updraft intensity and hail area
(e.g., Kuster et al. 2019, 2020), while the use of operational WSR-88D volumetric data
likely hindered the ability to capture sufficient evolution of the polarimetric signatures.
Despite this caveat, the results presented are still consistent with prior work and furthers
the argument for continuous investigation of this polarimetric relationship via the use of
operational volumetric radar data.

b.

Nontornadic Sample Discussion

The inferred HAE metric comparisons against the normalized ZDR column area
and ZDR column depth produced consistent results relative to each other, yielding
significant negative peak correlation values at positive lags of 20 and 35 minutes,
respectively. This suggests contrasting processes and associations compared to tornadic
sample scans with regard to the inferred HAE metric. The results presented suggest that
an increase in the magnitude of either the normalized ZDR column area or ZDR column
depth tended to follow a decrease in the magnitude of the inferred HAE metric by 20 to
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35 minutes, respectively, where the normalized ZDR column area comparison produced
the largest magnitude correlation value (R~ –0.62).
For the normalized inferred HAE metric comparisons, observations remained
consistent with the results from the raw inferred HAE metric comparison, with all three
comparisons yielding a significant peak median correlation value less than zero. Two of
three comparisons produced a peak median correlation value at a positive lag, including
the ZDR column area (R~ –0.50 at 30 minutes) and ZDR column depth (R~ –0.55 at 35
minutes) metric comparisons. However, the normalized ZDR column area metric
comparison had a peak median correlation value (R~ –0.55) at 45 minutes of negative
lag. The observed pattern among two of three updraft proxy comparisons suggests an
inverse relationship where an increase in the magnitude of either the ZDR column area or
column depth tended to follow a decrease in the magnitude of the normalized inferred
HAE by 30 to 35 minutes. This is also consistent with the results of the nontornadic
sample for the inferred HAE metric comparisons, with a difference of up to 10 additional
minutes of lag in the normalized inferred HAE metric comparisons.
Lastly, among the max storm core reflectivity value, inconsistent results were
observed across the three updraft proxy metric comparisons. The normalized ZDR column
area and ZDR column depth metric comparisons both exhibited significant peak median
correlation values at 30 to 35 minutes of positive lag, but with opposite signs of the peak
correlation value, where the normalized ZDR column area metric comparison exhibited the
strongest magnitude correlation value (R~ –0.62). Despite the inconsistent results within
this metric comparison, the trend associated with the strongest magnitude correlation
value was consistent with the results of both the inferred HAE and normalized inferred
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HAE metric comparisons, e.g., a peak median correlation value less than zero at a
positive lag of 30 to 35 minutes, suggesting that an increase in the magnitude of the
normalized ZDR column area tended to follow a decrease in magnitude of the max storm
core reflectivity value after 35 minutes.
The results presented may be representative of cyclical processes within the
nontornadic sample. Cyclicity of polarimetric signatures was previously noted by KR08,
and within this study where nontornadic samples tended to exhibit a greater variability in
the magnitude of inferred HAE signatures. When the magnitude of the inferred HAE
metric and the max storm core reflectivity value decrease prior to an increase in the
magnitude of a ZDR column metric, this may suggest that initially following the descent
of a reflectivity or inferred hail core (and subsequent decrease in the base-scan inferred
hail area metrics), a weakening of the updraft may occur at first, possibly in conjunction
with the occlusion of the low-level mesocyclone (pending full volumetric radar
interrogation). However, with inferred increased hail and/or precipitation, baroclinically
generated near-surface horizontal vorticity may be enhanced along the inflow side of the
FFD, and this process is suggested to be stronger within nontornadic supercells given
more enhanced regions of inferred HAE. Following tilting and stretching processes of
horizontal vorticity common near and within supercell updraft/downdraft regions, a restrengthening updraft (as inferred through trends of ZDR column metrics) is likely to be
observed, e.g., Snyder et al. (2015) found an increase in magnitude of characteristics of
the ZDR column initially precedes a strengthening of the updraft speed w. The observed
consistency within the nontornadic sample inferred hail area metric comparisons is
supportive of the proposed associations, suggesting that among nontornadic (and
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tornadic) samples, polarimetrically inferred HAE metrics and max storm-core reflectivity
value should be utilized together in conjunction with radar interrogation of ZDR columns.

ii.

ZDR Arc Area, Mean ZDR Arc Value, and Mean ZDR Arc Width

This section will encompass the results of the ZDR arc area, mean ZDR arc value,
and mean ZDR arc width metric comparisons. Discussions will include a brief recap of the
correlograms for each metric comparison along with further analysis into potential
associations and similarities to known conceptual models and observations. The
discussions have also been grouped into tornadic and nontornadic sections, as each
sample tended to exhibit unique patterns and results.

a.

Tornadic Sample Discussion

The ZDR arc area metric comparison exhibited consistent results, with all three
updraft proxy comparisons yielding a significant peak median correlation value greater
than zero at negative lag times of 25 to 35 minutes, with the ZDR column area comparison
exhibiting the greatest magnitude correlation value (R~0.46). Based on the results from
the raw ZDR arc area metric comparisons, a direct positive relationship is noted, where an
increase in the magnitude of any three ZDR column metrics tended to precede an increase
in the ZDR arc area with a lead time of 25 to 35 minutes.
Comparatively, the results of the normalized ZDR arc area metric comparisons
exhibited an opposite result, with two of three metric comparisons (ZDR column area and
ZDR column depth) producing a peak median correlation value less than zero at 45
minutes of positive lag. This is representative of an indirect relationship where an
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increase in the magnitude of either the ZDR column area or column depth tended to follow
a decrease in the magnitude of the normalized ZDR arc area by 45 minutes.
For the mean ZDR arc value metric comparison, two of three updraft proxy
comparisons (ZDR column area and ZDR column depth) yielded a significant peak median
correlation value greater than zero (R~0.43 & 0.57, respectively) at 45 minutes of
negative lag. The normalized ZDR column area metric comparison was maximized at 45
minutes of positive lag (R~ –0.15) and not found to be significant, thus the prevailing
trend was observed as an increase in the magnitude of either the ZDR column area or ZDR
column depth tending to precede an increase in the mean ZDR arc value by 45 minutes.
Lastly for the mean ZDR arc width metric comparison, two of three updraft proxy
comparisons (ZDR column area and ZDR column depth) exhibited a significant peak
median correlation value greater than zero at 35 and 45 minutes of positive lag,
respectively, where the ZDR column area metric comparison produced the greatest
magnitude correlation value (R~0.65). The normalized ZDR column area metric
comparison produced a result opposite of the other two updraft proxy comparisons, with
a negative peak median correlation value at 45 minutes of negative lag. The majority
observed pattern suggests a positive direct relationship, where an increase in the
magnitude of the ZDR column area or ZDR column depth tended to follow an increase in
the mean ZDR arc width by 35 – 45 minutes.
The observations within this sample are consistent with prior work and suggest
polarimetric signature associations that may be unique to pretornadic or tornadic
supercells, however it should be noted that time of tornadogenesis and tornado
dissipation were not available for use in this study. Palmer et al. (2011) and Crowe et al.
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(2012) observed disruptions in the ZDR arc within the low-level updraft region due to the
ingestion of smaller raindrops (inferred through polarimetric radar observations). The
presence of smaller raindrops near supercell low-level updraft regions is also noted in
Kumjian (2011) and French et al. (2015) via WSR-88D and rapid-scan polarimetric radar
observations. As the disruption of the arc region progressed, the arc tended to contract in
length, parallel to the inflow side of the FFD gradient, and surge forward along the FFD
gradient, often becoming larger than before the disruption. This process yielded the
occlusion of the low-level mesocyclone, and the demise of ongoing tornadoes. A few
examples among tornadic storms also observed a rapid enhancement in the magnitude of
ZDR values within the arc region as early as five minutes after the initial disruption of the
ZDR arc. Prior studies have only incorporated a select number of cases, and a minor
discrepancy between their observations and those presented in this study can be expected,
however the results presented are still in reasonable agreement with the conceptual
timeframe.
In sequential order, an increase in the magnitude of the mean ZDR arc width
tended to precede an increase in magnitude of either the ZDR column depth or area by 35
to 45 minutes, suggesting an increase in the magnitude of low-level storm-relative inflow
and size sorting processes. Then, after an increase in magnitude of any of the ZDR column
metrics, an increase in magnitude of the ZDR arc area tended to follow 25 to 35 minutes
later, and is suggested to be indicative of the observed disruption of the arc area, which
often precedes low-level mesocyclone occlusion. Lastly, an increase in magnitude of the
mean ZDR arc value tended to occur as little as 10 to 20 minutes after the initial arc
disruption, or 45 minutes after an increase in magnitude of either the ZDR column depth or
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area. It is worth noting that secondary peaks in median correlation values which were
greater than zero were observed at 35 to 45 minutes of negative lag for the mean ZDR arc
width metric comparisons when compared against ZDR column area and column depth,
respectively. This coincides with the occurrence of increasing magnitude of mean ZDR arc
value, and is likely representative of both the contracting nature of the arc following its
disruption, and increasing low-level storm-relative inflow preceding the development of a
new low-level mesocyclone, typical in cyclic tornadic supercells. The results presented
are reasonably consistent with prior observations, and align with the conceptual
timeframe.
It is suggested that environmental factors including an increase in magnitude of
low-level storm-relative inflow and storm-relative helicity (SRH) may contribute to the
variability of both the ZDR arc and ZDR column, and how they change in relation to the
variability of each other. This pattern is most prominent within the timeframe of an
ongoing tornado, where increases in these factors tends to increase size sorting processes,
resulting in a wider arc and a strengthening updraft as inferred through ZDR column
tendencies, and eventually the disruption of the arc and occlusion of the low-level
mesocyclone, leading to the demise of an ongoing tornado.
Van Den Broeke (2017) examined ZDR arc behavior across tornado life cycles and
found ZDR arcs tended to grow larger and wider from tornadogenesis through tornado
dissipation. Near-storm environmental factors such as low-level storm-relative inflow
have been theorized to be stronger during tornadic times than in the absence of a tornado,
contributing to stronger size sorting and a larger and more intense ZDR arc (e.g., Palmer et
al. 2011; Crowe et al. 2012; Van Den Broeke 2017). Additionally, the magnitude of
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effective storm-relative helicity (ESRH; Thompson et al. 2007), in the storm environment
is suggested to contribute to the evolution of the ZDR column in relation to the ZDR arc.
Kumjian and Ryzhkov (2009) observed a positive correlation between SRH and the mean
ZDR arc value within an arc signature, and inherently, the magnitude of hydrometeor size
sorting. Davies-Jones (1984) defines the environmental SRH as a measure of the
streamwise component of vorticity within the environmental flow within the reference
frame of a storm, and is quantified by Davies-Jones et al. (1990):
ℎ

𝑆𝑅𝐻 = ∫0 (𝑽 − 𝑪) ⋅ 𝛚 dz

(4.1)

Quantitatively, SRH is defined as an integral from the surface to a defined vertical
height (h), often the top of a calculated storm inflow layer, or an effective inflow layer
(Thompson et al. 2007). The integrand consists of the storm relative wind defined as the
storm motion vector (C) subtracted from the mean environmental wind vector (V), and
the horizontal vorticity vector (ω).
The magnitude of ESRH may still play a role in low-level polarimetric signature
evolution, however Dawson et al. (2015) demonstrated a more fundamental hydrometeor
size sorting relationship. In the case of off-hodograph storm motions (e.g., supercell
storm modes), these processes were found to occur solely in the presence of a non-zero
mean storm-relative wind vector, and in the absence of any SRH. VDB16 also observed a
moderately strong correlation between the 0-2 km storm-relative wind magnitude and the
mean ZDR arc width (R~0.42). A strong correlation was also shown between the
maximum vertical extent of the 1-dB ZDR column (terminology used within VDB16, but
is interpreted as ZDR column depth in the context of this study) and ESRH (R~0.67),
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suggesting ESRH may be a more useful environmental proxy for updraft related
polarimetric signatures.
In the case of near-storm environments for tornadic supercells, the low-level
storm-relative wind is understood to veer vertically with more magnitude and is generally
more streamwise relative to the low-level horizontal vorticity vector (e.g., Parker 2014;
Coffer et al. 2017; Wade et al. 2018) yielding a greater magnitude of SRH. Greater
amounts of streamwise vorticity (and inherently SRH) can yield stronger and more
resilient updrafts as storm-scale perturbation pressure forces ensue. It is also important to
consider storm-induced modifications of the near-storm environment around maturing
supercells which are often subtle, but still significant (Parker 2014). Thus, for the
tornadic sample utilized during this study, stronger low-level vertical wind shear was
likely present, elongating the low-level hodograph and increasing the magnitudes of the
ESRH and the mean low-level storm-relative wind.

b.

Nontornadic Sample Discussion

The nontornadic sample of metric comparisons involving ZDR arc-based metrics
exhibited poor consistency across the three updraft proxies. However, the comparisons
involving the ZDR column area were shown to be consistent temporally with each other,
and may be indicative of a prominent pattern involving the change in magnitude of ZDR
column area relative to characteristics of the ZDR arc.
Among the ZDR arc area metric comparisons, similar patterns were noted within
two of the three individual updraft proxy metric comparisons (ZDR column area and ZDR
column depth) for both ZDR arc area, and normalized ZDR arc area. This trend was
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strongest in the ZDR column area metric comparison, where significant peak median
correlation values of R~0.85 & 0.86 were observed at 35 minutes of positive lag (ZDR arc
area and normalized ZDR arc area, respectively). A strong direct relationship is inferred to
exist between the ZDR column area and the ZDR arc area (raw and normalized), where an
increase in the magnitude of the ZDR column area tended to follow an increase in the
magnitude of the ZDR arc area by 35 minutes. For the ZDR column depth metric
comparisons, significant peak median correlation values of R~0.54 & 0.33 were observed
at 40 minutes of negative lag for both the ZDR arc area and normalized arc area
comparisons, respectively. This is indicative of a direct relationship between the ZDR
column depth and arc area attributes, where an increase in the ZDR column depth tended
to precede increases in the ZDR arc area and normalized arc area by 40 minutes.
For the mean ZDR arc value metric comparisons, two of three updraft proxy
comparisons (ZDR column area and ZDR column depth) yielded significant peak median
correlation values greater than zero at 30 to 35 minutes of positive lag, respectively. The
ZDR column area metric comparison exhibited the greatest magnitude peak median
correlation value (R~0.65). Comparatively, the normalized ZDR column area metric
comparison exhibited a significant and negative peak correlation value (R~ –0.30) at 15
minutes of negative lag. However, the majority trend suggests an increase in the
magnitude of the ZDR column area or ZDR column depth tended to follow an increase in
the mean ZDR arc value by 30 to 35 minutes.
Among the mean ZDR arc width metric comparisons, a wider array of results was
shown, with two of three updraft proxy comparisons (ZDR column area and ZDR column
depth) yielding significant positive peak correlation values of R~0.65 & 0.53,
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respectively. However, these results were observed at 30 minutes of positive lag and 40
minutes of negative lag, respectively. Whereas the normalized ZDR column area
comparison exhibited a significant negative correlation value at 45 minutes of positive
lag. Among the three updraft proxies used in this metric comparison, no clear pattern is
evident, however based on the magnitude of observed correlation values, the strongest
relationship exists with the ZDR column area comparison (R~0.65, p < 0.05 at 30 minutes
of positive lag), where an increase in the magnitude of the ZDR column area tended to
follow an increase in the mean arc width by 30 minutes. This is also consistent with the
results of the prior ZDR arc metric comparisons utilizing the ZDR column area.
A strong relationship is suggested to exist between the characteristics of the ZDR
arc relative to changes in the ZDR column area, within the nontornadic sample. Overall, an
increase in magnitude of the ZDR column area was shown to follow an increase in any of
the ZDR arc-based metrics by 30 to 35 minutes. Given the consistent nature of the metric
comparisons in the nontornadic sample, near-storm environmental characteristics
including the magnitude of the low-level storm-relative wind are suggested to play a role
in enhancing the low-level ZDR arc features for similar reasons as described in the
tornadic sample, e.g., increasing low-level wind shear enhancing size sorting processes
(Dawson et al. 2015), skewing drop-size distributions towards larger number
concentrations of larger droplets, and further enhancing the magnitudes of the low-level
ZDR arc metrics. Additionally, microphysical differences owing to greater extent of
polarimetrically inferred hail area and greater droplet shedding may further enhance ZDR
arc metrics, and the skewing of the drop-size distributions within the ZDR arc could also
enhance the generation of baroclinic horizontal vorticity along the FFD gradient. In turn,
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an increase of streamwise vorticity into the low-level updraft may be observed after a lag
time of 30 to 35 minutes via the increase in the magnitude of the ZDR column metrics
(particularly ZDR column area for the nontornadic sample).
A distinction was observed between the tornadic and nontornadic samples for the
association of the ZDR column and characteristics of the ZDR arc comparison, e.g.,
positively correlated and negatively lagged (tornadic sample), positively correlated and
positively lagged (nontornadic sample). The difference may be attributable to
microphysical differences in addition to the proposed dynamical processes. Supercells are
well known to be responsible for extreme rainfall events (e.g., Moller et al. 1994; Smith
et al. 2001; Hitchens and Brooks 2013; Schumacher 2015; Nielsen and Schumacher
2018, 2020), and a subset of supercells, known as high precipitation (HP) supercells (e.g.,
Moller et al. 1994), are known to produce more precipitation than other supercells (e.g.,
Smith et al. 2001; Beatty et al. 2008). HP supercells are still capable of producing
tornadoes, but their microphysical characteristics such as larger number concentrations of
hydrometeors near the updraft-downdraft interface intrinsic to supercells, are more likely
to hinder tornadogenesis. This is generally due to cooler and more negatively buoyant air
parcels in the RFD, relative to observations in tornadic storms (e.g. Markowski 2002;
Markowski et al. 2002).
It is noted that the samples in this study were not classified by precipitation
intensity (e.g., high precipitation and low precipitation). However, the results presented
from the tornadic and nontornadic typical radar metric values are supportive of the
inference that the nontornadic sample likely exhibited HP supercell characteristics more
frequently, e.g., larger number concentrations of hydrometeors within and near the low-
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level updraft region. Supercells which exhibit larger regions of inferred HAE, shown to
be nontornadic supercells on average within this study, are suggested to generate a
greater amount of droplet shedding from melting hail. Dawson et al. (2014) found that
droplet shedding from melting hail plays a dominant role on ZDR within the arc region,
even with the absence of size sorting from rain drops. Thus, it is suggested that greater
droplet shedding from a larger areal extent of melting hail contributes to a drop-size
distribution skewed towards larger drop diameters, as well as the enhanced mean ZDR arc
values observed within the nontornadic sample.
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Chapter 5: Conclusions
A dataset of metrics derived from polarimetric radar signatures in tornadic and
nontornadic supercells observed by the WSR-88D network between 2012 and 2014 been
analyzed and associations between polarimetric signatures have been hypothesized or
further supported based on prior work. First, similarity tests, including KS and MWU
tests were applied to test for significant differences in the distributions of all available
tornadic and nontornadic sample scans for each radar metric. Statistical differences were
observed in both tests applied for all the metrics outlined previously, excluding the 35dBZ storm area, and the mean ZDR arc width. Despite the overwhelming positive
outcome, the operational practicality of the results is questionable upon review of the
sample scan distributions. However, the inferred HAE, normalized inferred HAE, and all
three ZDR column sample scan distributions were shown to provide consistent and unique
differences indicative of future operational value. Generally, among the tornadic sample
scan distributions, both types of the inferred HAE metric were smaller and less variable,
and the ZDR column metrics were skewed towards larger magnitude values, consistent
with findings shown in VDB20, which involved analysis of tornadic supercells during
their pretornadic times.
To further test sample differences in metric values, a comparison method
following Kuster et al. (2019) was introduced. T-NT metric differences were calculated
for both observed sample metric statistics and non-parametric sample distributions
created from a bootstrapping method, and the T-NT difference in sample distribution
median values were compared against each other. Additionally, KS and MWU tests were
applied to tornadic and nontornadic distributions of observed sample statistics, where a
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sample statistic was calculated over a storm observation period, and included into that
statistic distribution (e.g., a distribution of tornadic storm-median values for a given
metric). A T-NT metric difference was determined to be significant if the observed
difference value was greater in magnitude than the corresponding bootstrapping analysis
difference, following Kuster et al. (2019), or if the results from either a KS or MWU test
yielded a p-value less than 0.05, indicating the two sample distributions differed
significantly at the 95% confidence level.
The results of this comparison method demonstrated consistent findings for
median and mean metric value differences, while the maximum metric value differences
yielded significance for the remaining metrics ousted from the median and mean results.
Within the median and mean metric value difference comparisons, significance was
shown for inferred HAE, normalized inferred HAE, max storm-core reflectivity value,
mean ZDR arc value, ZDR column area, and normalized ZDR column area. Like the first
testing method, inferred HAE and ZDR column metrics exhibited similar trends, e.g.,
smaller regions of inferred HAE and larger or broader ZDR columns within the tornadic
sample. The mean ZDR arc value was also shown to be weaker in magnitude within the
tornadic sample. The maximum metric value differences included significance for the
ZDR arc area, mean ZDR arc width, normalized ZDR column area, and ZDR column depth,
where the magnitudes of ZDR arc area, normalized ZDR column area, and ZDR column
depth were shown to be larger in magnitude within the tornadic sample, further
supporting the notion of deeper and broader ZDR columns within tornadic storms
(VDB20). The mean ZDR arc width produced differing results (a smaller arc width within
the observed sample, and a larger arc width from the bootstrapped sample), however
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from the median value differences, a smaller mean ZDR arc width may be inferred for the
tornadic sample. The consistency noted between the two comparison methods does
further the arguments and trends noted among the tornadic and nontornadic samples of
radar metrics, however future work may opt for new analytical methods and the inclusion
of more storm cases for a greater diversity of supercell microphysical characteristics and
near-storm environments.
Based on the sample distributions of typical metric values and the results of the
comparison methods, microphysical and environmental characteristics between the two
samples may also be inferred. For the nontornadic sample, low-level regions of inferred
HAE were greater in magnitude, suggesting a greater hail mass, and likely more droplet
shedding from melting hail. This factor may have also contributed to the larger storm
core reflectivity and mean ZDR arc values in the nontornadic sample as well. Within the
tornadic sample, broader and deeper updrafts were inferred via ZDR column depths and
cross-sectional areas greater in magnitude than the nontornadic sample. Additionally,
larger magnitude values of ZDR arc area and mean ZDR arc width shown within the
tornadic sample may be indicative of stronger environmental size sorting via stronger
low-level wind shear distributing larger raindrops farther into the storm FFD (poleward
from the inflow side in right moving supercells).
Finally, cross-correlation coefficient values were calculated for numerous radar
metric comparisons, with the ZDR column cross-sectional area, normalized ZDR column
cross-sectional area, and ZDR column depth metrics serving as an updraft proxy, or the
independent variable. Two types of correlation testing were conducted, including stormbased and total sample correlation testing. Due to the small sample of individual storms
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that had enough sample scans available for the duration of lag introduced, which was 45
minutes of positive and negative lag, the results of the storm-based correlation testing
were included for completeness, however meaningful conclusions are likely not
obtainable from the results. Future work may consider moving forward with an individual
storm analysis method as testing each storm case individually is likely to reduce any
biases that may be introduced from combining all available data into collective samples.
Correlation testing which included comparing distributions of all available sample scans
provided more meaningful sample sizes to compare. Additionally, a bootstrapping
method (i = 5000) was introduced to the total sample correlation testing to generate
median correlation values for comparison against the observed values.
The results presented from correlation testing support the original hypotheses and
indicate potential associations between polarimetric supercell signatures which have also
speculated to be associated with near-storm environmental parameters. This has been
shown through moderately strong cross-correlation coefficient values that are maximized
with significance after as much as 25 to 45 minutes, or as little as 5 to 10 minutes of
positive or negative lag, depending on the metric comparison for both the tornadic and
nontornadic sample. From the results, conceptual and physical models can be theorized
and/or further supported from prior work on the associations of supercell polarimetric
signature metrics:

1) Within the tornadic sample, the polarimetric hail signature metric comparisons
yielded results consistent with prior work (e.g., Picca et al. 2010; Kumjian et al.
2014; Kuster et al. 2019, 2020) and supercell conceptual models. ZDR column area
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and depth were shown to increase in magnitude 25 to 30 minutes prior to an
increase in the max storm-core reflectivity value, and 40 to 45 minutes prior to an
increase in the inferred HAE. This pattern is suggested to be representative of
processes within cyclic tornadic supercells where mesocyclogenesis and
occluding mesocyclones may be observed multiple times. As mesocyclones
develop and dissipate, multiple periods of intensifying low-level updrafts and
lofted hail and ice mass may be observed, often interpreted operationally through
the size of –20˚C reflectivity cores, where Kuster et al. (2019) and (2020)
observed ZDR column area and/or depth increasing five to nine minutes prior to
the development or increase in size of a –20˚C reflectivity core.

2) The results of metric comparisons from the tornadic sample involving ZDR arc
characteristics were indicative of polarimetric associations unique to pretornadic
and tornadic supercells. Patterns evident in metric comparison correlograms were
also shown to be consistent with that of prior work (e.g., Palmer et al. 2011;
Kumjian 2011; Crowe et al. 2012), and have been suggested to be dependent on
the magnitude of near-storm low-level wind shear (Dawson et al. 2015).
Chronologically, a widening of the ZDR arc tended to precede an increase in
magnitude of the ZDR column depth or area by 35 to 45 minutes, and is suggested
to represent a few processes including: 1) An increase in magnitude of low-level
wind shear in the near-storm environment allowing for updraft intensification via
greater low-level streamwise vorticity and 2) Greater magnitude of size sorting
processes within the ZDR arc region. Next, following the increase in magnitude of
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the ZDR column metrics, the ZDR arc area tended to increase 25 to 35 minutes later,
and is suggested to be indicative of observed disruptions and contractions of the
ZDR arc region due to ingestion of smaller raindrops near the low-level updraft
region. Lastly, an increase in magnitude of the mean ZDR arc value, tended to
occur 10 to 20 minutes after an increase in the ZDR arc area (suggested to be the
disruption of the ZDR arc), or 35 to 45 minutes after an increase in magnitude of
either the ZDR column depth or area.

3) Among the nontornadic sample, the results of inferred hail metric comparisons are
also suggested to be representative of cyclical supercell processes, however,
opposite to those of the tornadic sample. Generally, inferred hail metrics were
shown to decrease in magnitude 20 to 35 minutes prior to an increase in
magnitude of the ZDR column area or depth. This pattern is suggested to be
indicative of descending reflectivity and/or hail cores contributing an initial
suppression of updraft intensity and subsequent re-intensification due to an
increase in baroclinically generated near-surface horizontal vorticity. This process
is also suggested to be more prevalent and potentially stronger within the
nontornadic sample given larger observed regions of inferred HAE. Reasonable
consistency was noted amongst the inferred hail metric comparisons for both
tornadic and nontornadic samples, and suggests that polarimetrically inferred
HAE metrics and max storm-core reflectivity value should be utilized together in
conjunction with radar interrogation of ZDR columns.
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4) Lastly, the results of metric comparisons from the nontornadic sample involving
ZDR arc characteristics exhibited a consistent pattern, however, also opposite to
that of the tornadic sample. Generally, an increase in magnitude of the ZDR
column area was shown to follow an increase in magnitude of any of the ZDR arcbased metrics by 30 to 35 minutes. Near-storm environmental characteristics such
as the magnitude of low-level wind shear are suggested to play a role in
enhancing the low-level ZDR arc features and the ZDR column for similar reasons
as described in the tornadic sample. Additionally, microphysical differences are
suggested to exist owing to greater extents of polarimetrically inferred HAE
within the nontornadic sample and subsequent greater droplet shedding
contributing to enhancing ZDR arc metrics (Dawson et al. 2014) via the skewing of
drop-size distributions towards larger number concentrations of larger
hydrometeors within the ZDR arc.

Future work is needed to further test and verify these associations and may benefit
from several additions. Kuster et al. (2019) and (2020) demonstrated that the evolution of
polarimetric signatures such as the ZDR column are better resolved at faster volume scan
rates (~ 2 minutes), and can be used to accurately forecast the severity of ongoing
convective storms. An evaluation of the metric comparisons outlined for this study with
rapid-scan radar data may better conclude the hypotheses presented with better resolution
of rapidly evolving polarimetric signatures.
Future studies may also consider recalculating the metrics via an objective
analysis, such as the algorithm introduced by Wilson and Van Den Broeke (2021), for
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comparison against the subjectively obtained metric values, as well as the inclusion of
more storm cases, since the current dataset does not extend past 2014. Lastly, a more
thorough thermodynamic and kinematic analysis of near-storm environments for cases
which exhibit clear and consistent time-correlation patterns may increase confidence in
regarding associations of radar metrics and the near-storm environment. The results
presented pose an advantage over prior single-storm observational studies due to the
diversity of storm sample geography. A greater geographic diversity of samples can
prove useful in an operational warning decision situation (based on a better understanding
of physical relationships between polarimetric signatures) as it does not limit the
application of radar metric associations to one specific region, e.g., the Great Plains.
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